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Dedication
It is with deep regret that we have to announee the sudden passing of our respeeted eolleague
S. Cierjaeks, who died on Oetober 28th, 1992, after a long serious H.LU"' ..",.
The members of the IEA Executive Committee - Annex Fusion Materials and the pml1elpants
of the Workshop on Intense Neutron Sourees dedieate the Workshop Proceedings to S.
Cierjacks' memory.
Siegfried Cierjacks partieipated with a strong personal motivation the revived diseussions
about the most promising way to build an Intense Neutron Souree for the Fusion Materials
Community. Sinee 1989 he has been an active and very energetic member ofthe IEA-Neutron
Source Working Group, who successfully evaluated different propositions with regard to their
suitability. He also proposed a design of his own, namely the so-called t-H20 source, a very
attracting alternative, which was acclaimed widely by his colleagues. Though already marked
and weakened by his illness he, nevertheless, took an active in our Workshop in
September and presented his newest results on the technical feasibility ofthe t-H20 source.
We will always be grateful to Dr. S. Cierjacks for the very vigorous part took through
contributions and other activities. He will be remembered by his partners as a very dedicated,
always most likeable colleague.
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I). lntrc)duction:
This workshop was convened response to a recommendation of the IEA-Executive
CommitteelImplementing Agreement on Research and Development on Fusion Materials. It
followed preceding meetings in San Diego (1989) and Tokyo (1991) and was initiated to deal
with the following objectives:
1) To discuss the existing strategies for the deve10pment of materials for DEMO- and
Commercial Fusion Reactors.
2) To review the needs of an Intense Neutron Source for a materials research and
development programme and to explore it's suitability for component testing.
3) To discuss the technical feasibility of the different neutron source candidates on the basis
of existing or non-existing technical experience.
4) To compare the suitability of different concepts with regard to their specific atornic
displacement and transrnutation characteristics in dependence of their neutron spectrum.
5) To select an appropriate reference neutron source which fulfills the technical criteria and
prornises an early availability.
6) To identify the appropriate way for the implementation of the next steps towards the
construction and the utilisation an Intense Neutron Source.
The workshop was attended by official delegates of the member countries of the European
Community, Japan and the United States of America. In addition specialists from the
non-member countries Russia and the People's Republic of China had been invited to the
meeting. The list of attendees and the agenda of the workshop are listed above.
II). Summary conclusions of the meeting:
A total of 22 contributions was presented: In these papers new studies of various possible
neutron source concepts and the results of comparison studies to evaluate the different
candidates were reported. In addition the general strategies for the development of structural
materials for future fusion reactors were discussed.
After extensive discussions the participants agreed to the following conclusions:
1) Since 1980 need for a high energy neutron source for the development of fusion
reactor materials has been discussed and endorsed by several national and international
panels. (For example: BIue Ribbon Panel 1983; TW Party 1986; Amelinckx Panel 1986;
Colombo Report 1991; U.S. FPAC 1990). Nevertheless, it was not possible in this
period to reach a consensus on the urgent need to proceed with the construction of a
high intensity, high energy neutron source.
2) The decision to start the ITER EDA process signals the intent of the different national
programmes to enter the nuclear phase of fusion power development. Therefore the
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nuclear env'rronment must
earnest. IS of new
materials an energy neutrons. continue to use
existing facilities as fission reactors, the neutron spectra these facilities
differ substantially from those a fusion reactor a separate high intensity neutron
source is a key requirement.
Taking the proposed schedules for ITER and DEMO such a source should be
operational not later than the year 2000. This conclusion is based on the experience of
materials development for fission reactors where a lead time of 25 years for a fully
characterized material was necessary. This high energy neutron source is required
primarily for DEMO-related materials development. However, the ongoing work on
materials for ITER would also greatly benefit from the existence of such a source. It
would allow validation of the ITER relevant irradiation data obtained with the various
simulation sources currently available, such as fission reactors and accelerators.
3) An IEA workshop on fusion neutron sources was organized in San Diego in early 1989.
At that workshop various high energy neutron source concepts were discussed. These
were spallation sources, D-Li stripping sources, a T-H20 source and bearn plasma target
sources. The workshop participants developed a number of feasibility and suitability
criteria and put in place a process to evaluate and compare the different concepts.
The conclusions drawn here were based on the report of the working group set up to
compare the various sources and additional information presented on the current status
of the different concepts. The focus of the working group was an evaluation of the effect
of the different spectral characteristics of the various sources, as characterized by atornic
displacement and transrnutation rates in a number of materials. The comparison showed
that the differences were not great enough to perrnit a selection on the basis of this
criterion alone. Other criteria must be used, in particular the availability of the physics
and technology required to construct and operate such a source by the year 2000.
4) The workshop concluded that a D-Li stripping source is the best choice. The size of the
irradiation volume can be chosen within certain limits by increasing the total available
bearn current. Nevertheless the workshop recognized that the originally specified
volume of 10 liters with a neutron flux corresponding to 2MW/m2 waliloading cannot
easily be satisfied by the D-Li concept. Furthermore recent progress in small specimen
test techniques reduces the volume requirement. For a realistic current of 250 to 500 rnA
a volume of 0.5 to 1.2 liter can be expected.
The workshop participants recornrnend that an international engineering design activity
be started as soon as possible in preparation for the construction of a D-Li source for
fusion materials development. The recornrnended goals for the first module are: 250rnA
bearn current, some energy variability; operation by the year 2000; and aplant factor of
70%.
5) The workshop participants noted, that this source alone is not sufficient for a materials
development programme for DEMO. Continued use of fission reactor irradiations will
be required. However, the participants expressed their concern about the continued
availability of these facilities during the whole development phase, Le., up to the year
2025. The participants noted the potential of bearn plasma sources to provide larger
irradiation volumes in the longer term. They would favor the continuation of design and
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Description of the D-Li Concept
The D-Li source concept for an IFMIF is based on the same general approach that was used
for the (uncompleted) FMIT facility in the United States, and for the proposed Energy
Selective Neutron Irradiation Test facility (ESNIT) project in Japan. As in FMIT, energetic
(::::35-MeV) deuterons are used to generate a fusion-like neutron spectrum from the thick-
target neutron yield of the Li(d,n) nuclear stripping reaction. The resultant neutron spectrum
produces atomic displacements (dpa) and transmutation products, e.g., helium, in irradiated
materials with ratios that approximately match the range expected in fusion reactor
environments. Also, if the deuteron energy is adjustable, the He/dpa ratio can be tuned to
evaluate possible spectrum-dependent effects, a point of emphasis for the ESNIT design.
The FMIT design involved a 100-mA beam incident on a 10 cm wide liquid lithium target
flowing at 17 mls. The useful test volume was relatively modest and steep neutron-flux
gradients were a significant concern for materials experimenters. Before the project was
terminated in 1984, FMIT fmnly established the general technical feasibility of the D-Li
source concept at the designed parameter values. The main accomplishments of the program
included neutronics calculations to determine test-cell flux levels and volumes, thermal-
hydraulic calculations to model the bearnltarget interaction, development and operation of a
prototype lithium jet and circulation system, construction and cw operation of a prototype
injector and radiofrequency quadrupole (RFQ), and a complete engineering design for the
facility.
The IFMIF would take advantage of improvements in the technology of high-current ion
accelerators that have occurred during the past decade. The current proposal is based on a
single accelerator providing a 250 mA beam dispersed over a larger area (50 cm2 - 100 cm2)
lithium target. This would provide a larger experimental volume and smaller flux gradients
than FMIT. As in the ESNIT proposal the deuteron energy would be adjustable about the
optimum of 35 MeV or so. The experimental volume available at a neutron flux equivalent to
20 dpalyear in iron (roughly 2 MW/m2) is about 0.4 litres. At constant beam density on target
the experimental volume available above a given minimum flux level scales as f312, where I is
the total beam current. Thus if required the facility could be upgraded by adding a second 250
mA accelerator module with the beam incident on either the sa..-rne target or a separate target.
The general features are shown in Figure 1.
In comparison with the FMIT the lithium target must accomodate the higher power dissipation
resulting from the increased beam current. Using the proposed uniform dispersed beam
intensity would produce a lower instantaneous peak temperature rise in the lithium (assuming
the same flow velocity) as weIl as a lower peak rate of radiation damage to the back wall.
However the dimensions of the target jet will be somewhat larger both perpendicular and
parallel to the flow direction.
Although the FMIT experience would suggest that this will not pose a jet stability problem,
the trade-off between target width, target height, and stability must be evaluated during
engineering design.
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Since the completion of the FMIT design, there have been significant advances in high-current
ion-linac technology that will allow construction of a D-Li neutron source wirh higher
performance. These advances include a comprehensive emittance-growth theory, better beam-
dynamics simulation codes, development of the beam-funneling concept for current
multiplication through rf frequency doubling, the use of high accelerating-structure
frequencies plus permanent-magnet quadrupoles (PMQ) plus ramped accelerating gradients to
control beam-emittance growth and halo growth, and the use of high-order optics in beam-
transport systems to manipulate beam profiles. Preliminary beam dynamies simulations have
been reported (G.P. Lawrence et al., Journal of Fusion Energy, Vol. 8, p. 201, 1989) for a
configuration whose parameters are listed in Table 1, which is similar to those shown in
Figure 1.
Because of beam loss inherent in the bunching process of the RFQ, about 140 mA of D+ must
be provided by the injector (at an energy :::::100 keV) to obtain 125 mA at the RFQ output. This
requirement could be met by an ECR driven cusp field ion source. The selected RFQ
frequency (175 MHz) is more than twice that of FMIT, allowing a large reduction in
transverse structure dimensions. High-power (0.5-1.0 MW cw) tetrodes are cornrnercially
available to provide rf power far acceleration.
Mean aperture 1.2 cm
Tank diameter 36 cm
Structure length 5.4 m
Surface field (peak) 25 MV/rn
Transmission 89.3 %
rf power (copper) 0.3 MW
rf power (beam) O.4MW
rf power (total) 0.7 MW
Output emittance (1) 0.27n: rnrn-rnrad
Output emittance (L) 0.46n: rnrn-rnrad
Table 1: RFQ Parameters
Beam behavior in the RFQ was simulated wirh the code PARMTEQ, using a 1000-super-
particle input distribution that uniforrnly filled a four-dimensional transverse phase-space
hyperellipsoid. The longitudinal input distribution was that of a continuous beam wirh zero
energy spread. Table 1 lists various RFQ parameters. The transverse (T) and longitudinal (L)
beam emittances shown are normalized rms values.
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acceleratJmg structures (ß :::
accelerating field
while the second field is held constant at
4 MVIm. The frequency is more than four times of FMIT, and the accelerating gradient is
three to four times higher, resulting in a much more compact accelerator. Improved control of
beam halos (and reduced beam loss) is expected with the higher frequency structure.
The simulation code PARMILA was ron with 1000 super particles to examine the DTL beam
dynamics at 250 mA. The input phase-space distribution is that of a uniformly filled six-
dimensional hyper-ellipsoid whose rms emittances are obtained from the RFQ and funnel
outputs. No partides from this distribution were lost from interception by the drift tubes.
Table 2 lists DTL parameters for the case studied.
Tank diameter 50cm
Number of drift tubes 128
Drift tube aperture 2.0cm
Totallength 13m
Beam loading 71 %
rf power (copper) 3.3 MW
rf power (beam) 11.3 MW
rf power (total) 0.7MW
Output emittance (T) 0.3Ü1l: mrn-mrad
Output emittance (L) 0.511t mrn-mrad
Table 2: DTL Parameters
Reliability and Maintainability
The combination of the FMIT prototyping and advances in accelerator technology provide
confidence that the specifications proposed for an IFMIF can be achieved.
However the high plant factor required will place high demands on the reliability and
maintainability. During the design phase dose attention must be paid to remote maintenance
needs, and the schedule must allow for prototyping of critical components.
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2.3 Fusion Technology
(1) R&D for scaling-upand improvement in
performance of major components required for the
development of an experimental reactor
(2) R&D to form the basis of fusion technology
required for a prototype reactor in the next stage
(3) R&D on fusion technology which requires a long
lad-time before it is realized, but are essential to
the practical use of fusion energy
I
I\)
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Fusion Technology Subject Areas
- Large, high intensity superconducting Magnets
- Remote maintainance and consistent reactor stru
- Plasma facing components for high heat load
- Devices for high power heating and current d .
- Tritium production, breading and handling
- Blanket technology
- Simplified, integrated major device elements
.. Materials for structure, blanket and instr me i
resistant to high fluence neutron irradiati
.. Low activation materials
.. Oata for mater'ial performances in neutro
environments
V.S. Strategy for the Development of Fusion Reactors
F.W. Wiffen
V.S. DOE
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U.S. STRATEGY FOR THE
DEVELOPMENT OF FUSION REACTORS
Presentation to the
IEA Workshop on
Intense Neutron Sources
F. W. Wiffen
Office of Fusion Energy
D.S. Department ofEnergy
KfK - Karlsruhe
September 21-23, 1992
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FUSION MATERIALS PROGRAM
The Department of Energy's fusion policy supports the National
Energy Strategy goals aimed at strengthening the foundations of
future D.S. energy security, economic growth, and environmental
progress.
Fusion is a goal-oriented program with specific milestones.
Lang-term goals are:
An operatiIlg demonstration power plant by about 2025.
An operating commercial power plant by about 2040.
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FUSION MATERIALS PROGRAM
CONCEPTUAL DESIGN STUDIES HAVE EXPLORED
A WIDE RANGE OF FUSION REACTOR OPTIONS
Completed Reactor Studies Included:
Starfire
Mars
Titan
Tokamak
Mirror
RFP
I
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,fulecialized Studies:
BCSS -- Blanket Comparison and Selection Study
ESECOM -- Environmental, Safety, and Economic Aspects
Current Studies:
ARIES -- Advanced Tokamaks -- Innovative Engineering
Future Studies (under considerationl:
Pulsed Tokamak, Stellerator
Demonstration Power Reactor
I
w
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FUSION MATERIALS PROGRAM
THE REACTOR STUDIES HAVE
INFLUENCED THE MATERIALS PROGRAM
o All conceptual studies have shown the materials data base to be
inadequate for design.
o There are very strong feelings that DEMO and commercial
reactors must llse low activation materials.
o Water coolant is generally regarded as undesirable, due to safety
issues.
o Materials limits have constrained the reactor performance
envelope--throl1gh limits on operating conditions and limits on
component lifetime.
I
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FUSION MATERIALS PROGRAM
REACTOR STUDIES CANNOT BE THE ONLY
GUIDlE TO THE MATERIALS PROGRAM
o The history of the design studies is a progression of material
choices.
o The materials program must maintain a range of options to meet
the most probable design choices.
o When DEMO choices become firm, the materials prograrns must
narrow down to meet the data base needs for DEMO.
w
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FUSION MATERIAL PROGRAMS
HISTORY OF THE U.. S .. PROGRAM
o The structure and approach for the fusion materials program was
established by task groups organized by K. M. Zwilsky in 1976.
o A major mid-course correction to include reduced activation materials
occurred as a result of the low activation task force, the Conn Panel,
established by R J. Dowling in 1982.
o The FMIT Project of 1978-1985 established the technology needed for
accelerator-based D-Li neutron source. International interest did
develop in time to complete the project.
o The recent evolution of composite materials technology, the ESECOM
Study, and the ARIES project have led to consideration of SiC/SiC
composites for reactor structural components. This system is currently
under limited evaJuation.
o The goals of reduced activation materiaJs development were examined
by an IEA Workshop in 1991. The D.S. program is making adjustments
as a result.
o The focus in structural materials development is on low activation
compositions of ferritic/martensitic steels, vanadium alloys, and silicon
carbide composites.
o Work on ceramic insulators is increasing rapidly.
I
w
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FUSION MATERIALS PROGRAM
SUMMARY
Tbe Fusion Materials Program must develop reduced activation
materials for use in DEMO by about 2025.
o A much expanded effort is required to build from the base
that has been established.
o Expanded use of fission reactor irradiation is a requirement.
o A high energy neutron source must be available by about
2000 for accelerated testing, neutron spectrum effects
evaluation, design data validation, and generation of an
engineering data base.
Fusion Programme Evaluation Board
J. Darvas
European Community
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FUSION PROGRAMl\1E EVALUATION BOARD
(Chairman U. Colombo, July 1990)
"The problem of the need for a powerful source of high
energy neutrons for materials testing should be addressed
with the utmost urgency. Such a source should be made
an integral part of the ITER programme"
-38-
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n - SOURCES
STRATEGIC MISSION:
- to allow choke of materials for DEMO
(at the beginning of ED, > 2010
- to support the development of low-activation
materials (to be tested in DEMO)
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issues

Materials Development for DEMO and Commercial
Fusion Reactors
E. Bloom
ORNL
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MATERIALS DEVELOPMENT FOR DEMO AND
COMMERCIAL FUSION REACfORS
IEA Workshop on Intense Neutron Sources
September 21-23, 1992
Kernforschungszentrum KarIsruhe
Karlsruhe, Germany
E. E. Bloom
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831-6117
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Development of Materials tor Fusi"on Reactors is a r
hallenge Than for Any Other Energy System
Qperatlng Envlrol1mel1t !'!I«:!!~r~al Bes~onse/lssue
Radiation Damage SweUing
...... DIsplacement Irradiation Creep
- Transmutations Degradation of Physlcal
Mechanlcal Propertles
I • Chemical CompatibHity Corroslon ... Mass Transfer
.I>-
-- Coolants Degradation of Mechanlcal
-.j
I
...... Tritium Breeders Propertles
Hydrogen Embrlttlement
• Elevated Temperatures Time DependentDeformation (Creep)
• Mechanlcal Stresses Many Mechanical Propertles
...... Prlmary Crltlcal In Design
...... Secondary (Thermal) TensUe
...... Cyclic Fatigue
...... High loadlng Rates Crack Growth(OisrupUons) Fracture Toughness
• Compl€~x Structure FabricabU
Welding/Joining
Malntenance
I
.j:>.
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Lang-Term Goal
Develop materials that will cont ib
the realization of fusion as an econ
competitive, safe, and environmen 11
acceptable energy source
11
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Commercially Available Materials Will Not
Satisfy the Long-Term Fusion Goal
Economically Competitive
• We must develop materials that have acceptable
- Lifetime
- Temperature capability
- Maintainability
The Unique Characteristics of Fusion Permit
Us to Design Materials that Will Enhance
Safety and Environmental Attractiveness
• The pr'imary sources 01 afterheat, dispersible
radioactivity, are the reactor structural materials
• The source of long half-fife radioactivity is the
reactor structural material
ORNl-OWG 92Z-941 I
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Alloy Systems
Vanadium Alloys
Ferritic Stainless Steels
Austenitic Stainless Steels
Silicon Carbide
RA Alloy
V-Cr-Ti V-Si-Ti.,
Fe..Cr-W-V
Fe-Cr-Mn
SiC/SiC
Commercial
Analog
Fe-Cr-Mo
Fe-Cr-N
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~The Irst Step In Developing a Material System
15 To Establish' Feasibility
I
(jl
....
I
• Design study to show potential
• Basic properties and response
to operating en'vironment
Radiation
Chemical
Physical properties
Mechanical properties
• Synthesis, fabrication, joining
• Consideration 01 unique
characteristics
• Effects of structure/chemistry
on response
• Positive (or negative) assessment
• Identification of properties
that limit performance
• Approaches to improvements
-52-
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The Third Step - Materials Engineering - Develops the
Technology Required to Utilize the New Material
I
~
I
• Production scale-up
(verification of properties)
• Properties of product
forms, welds/brazes, ete..
• Compatibilitylmass
transfer data for
design
• Mechanical properties
and radiation effects
design data base
• Synergistic effects,
design specific issues
• A structural material
qualified for design
and licensing
ORNl·QWG 922'-9467
The·Rate Controlling Step In the .Materials Develop
Process Is Investigation of Radiatio Effects
• Multiple and sequential irradiation experiments are generally
• Below is an approximate time scale to develop a material capable
20 MWy/m2 using fission and fusion sources produclng damage at
rate of 3MWy/m2
I
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• Most material options drop out in the feasibility step or early in
development step
• Only one or two would be carried through engineering
I
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U1
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evelopment of Ferritic/Martensitic Steels
Evaluation of feasibility of using F1M steels began in 1978
Critical issues identi:fied by OOE working group
• Interactions of the ferromagnetic structure and the magnetic
field
- Concluded that additional loads were manageable
-- Effect of ferromagnetic structure on fields and operation
is manageable
• Need for post-weid heat treatment during fabricatlon
- Required for higher Cr aUoys (9-12 Cr) posslbly can be
eliminated for 2..3 Cr alloys
• Effect 01 increased helium generation on irradiation response
- Results to date show F/M steels to be very resistant to
sweUing and He embrittlement at fusion He/dpa levels
• Effects of fusion neutron damage levels on fracture properties
- Shown to be a critical issue on wh h I development
focused
ORNl·OWG 1il2Z-9400
The Effect Of Irradiation On The DBTT And ---
Toughness Has Seen Identified As The Most Critical 1II...::1t...::llPllJII
Be Addressed In The Development Of Ferritic/Martensitic
HFIR .. Fusion
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Development of Vanadium Alloys Has Seen
an Important Element of the Program
Vanadium alloys offer several advantages
• Excellent compatibility with Pure Li and Pb...Li
• V and common alloying elements are reduced activation
• Temperature capability to about 700 •C
I7 • Excellent thermal stress figure of merit
Our research has been focused on the most critical issues
relating to the use of V alloys
• Corrosion and compatibility
• Radiation damage resistance
-- SweUing
- Tensile properties
- Fracture properties
• Effects of composition on mechanical properties
• Hydrogen effects
u
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ESECOM and ARIES Studies Have Shown the Safety
Environmental Attractiveness of Sie/Sie Composi
• Two workshops to identify feasibHity issues have been
conducted
Radiation effects on properties
Hermetic structure
Fabrication and joining
Chemical compatibility
• Research has been initiated on these issues
• The first results of the research effort are now becoming
available
Currently available materials exhibit degradation
of mechanical properties as a result 01 low
fluence irradiation
Tailoring of these materials for fusion will
require improved fibers and interfaces
UHNL-UWI;,,;lI 92:
Initial Experiments Indicate I!radiation Indu
Degradation Of Mechanical Properties In Si i
Composites Using Nicalon Fiber
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Summary Of Observations
• Fiber shr[nkage: Interface separation, decreased modulus, and reduced Tra,,... ...1
• Matrix: mlcrocracklng: Decreased modulus and fractu re strength
• FIber crystaJHzatlon: Decro8sed fracture strength
• FaUure strafn may be relatlvoly unaffected by radiation up to -1 MW demage 0
800 to 10000 C
• Need tal [ored fl bers end Interfaces
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Why Pursue the Development of Three Differe
Alloy/Ceramic Systems for Structural Application
• No single material has the basic physical, mechan
and chemical properties for all concept's
,
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Material Options
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Why Pu the Development of Three Different Alloy/Cerami
Systems for Structural Applications (cont'd)
• We do not know which system can be developed to have adequate properties.. has
attractlve characteristlcs as weU as feasibUlty lssues..
Attractlv8
Struetural MaterIals' Characterlstlcs
. -."- - -_._--.- .
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, Irradiation effeets on' ':" :I" Chemical COri1patlbUltv
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Des,
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, Up'per' temperature
, ,limit"",
Major
Feaslblllty lssues
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Redliced Activation Materials Can Be Developed
For A 2025 Demo Operation .. An Expanded,
Aggressive Program Will Be Required
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A Fusion Neutron Source Is Required for Development
of Structural Materials for Demo
• Support for ITER and the initial stages of developing mate
for power reactors can be accomplished with fission reacto
and innovative experiments such as speetral and isotop
tailoring, DHCE, injector foils, ete..
-- Proposed ITER structural materials contain Ni, therefo
we can achieve correet He/dpa using spectral and isotopic
tailoring
-- ITER damage levels are low, therefore, they can be
eved with irradiation experiments of acceptable
uration consistent with the ITER schedule
- For advanced materials we are now generally Iimited
exploration of basic damage mechanisms
A Fusion Neutron Source Is Requlred for Developme
of Structural Materials for Demo (cont'd)
• A fusion neutron source is required to carry the development of
advanced materials to completion and demonstrate the u"""'"I"'.......
for fusion power applications
...... The effects of irradiation on mechanical and physical pro
is a central issue
- lt is not possible to adequately approximate damage
H, dpa) nor achieve end-of...life damage levels in ced
activation structural materials, ceramies, and PFC
with available techniques
...... The required materials development programs cannat
accomplished in the planned successive and incremental
more powerful plasma physics devices
• A fusion neutron source must be operational by about year
to support the goal 01 a fusion demonstration reactor
• Expanded use of fission reactors will also be requi
gs
I
New Fusion Research and Development Stage with an
Experimental Reactor
T. Kondo
JAERI
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e Fusion esearch and
evelop ent tage with
an Experimental eactor
1. Basic Understandings
(1) Appropriate stages will be fixed to undertake the
R&D on fusion energy. Now is the time for Japan to
embark on the R&D in a new stage. In Japan it is
called "the third stage R&D", in which a tokamak..
type experimental reactor is regarded as a core
machine(hereinafter reterred to as "the new stage").
(2) The three main objectives are established tor the
new stage:
• to attain the self.. ignition condition
• to realize long burn
.. to form the basis of fusion technology for the
development of a reactor in the next stage
-68-
(3) Emphasis will be placed on the international
collaboration in the R&D in the next stage. In order
to reduce the risks incurred and the resources
(finance and manpower) required, R&D on fusion
energy can be efficiently conducted through
international collaboration.
(4) During the new stage, check and review will be
made taking into account of such aspects as the
degree of R&D progress, the environment
surrounding the fusion R&D in Japan and abroad.
-69-
athelasma physics
ces
.1
MI self.. ignition condition : aiming at an energy
ultiplication factor of about 20
- improvement in confinement of high performance
plasma
.. increase in heaUng power by means of high-
energy alpha parUcles
long burn : aiming at long-pulse operation
( more than about 1,000 sec)
- current drive with high efficiency
.. helium ash exhaust
.. disruption control
.. tokamak-type devices besides the experimental
reactor
- complementary R&D difficult to be performed
only with the experimental reactor
oe advanced R&D intended to introduce new
technology
-70-
2.2 Research on plasma physics with non-tokamak-
type devices
R&D with helical...type,mirror-type, reversed-field-
type, and compact-torus..type devices will be
continued to explore future possibilities for
remarkable progress of R&D, and to make use of
the result for the R&D with tokamak-type devices.
Especially, as to helical...type devices, the
construction and operation of the Large Helical
Device will be promoted to improve the reliability
confinement scaling law.
2.3 Fusion Technology
(1) R&D for scaling-up and improvement in
performance ofmajor components required for the
development of an experimental reactor
(2) R&D to form the basis of fusion technology
required for a prototype reactor in the next stage
(3) R&D on fusion technology which requires a long
lead-time before it is realized, but are essential to
the practical use of fusion energy
-71-
.4 Safety Research
R&D on safety will be undertaken in the following
areas:
* Behavior of tritium and activated materials both
inside and outside a fusion reactor
• Engineering safety research on components and
equipment of a fusion reactor
• Methods of safety assessment of a fusion reactor
2.5 Others
Design studies as an integrated system of a fusion
reactor will be conducted to improve the reactor
concept.
-72-
an..........._
lD R& I ing to
undertaken by JAERI.
e
• Other R&D aetivities will be eondueted roug
elose collaboration am ng universities, national
laboratories and JAERI.
• Involvement of industries in the R& will be
eneouraged to actively promote the R&D aetiv es
and to foster effeetive transfer of advanced
teehnologies to other industrial fields.
• The Fusion Couneil of the A~omie Energy
Commissi<;Jn of Japan will eoordinate the entire
plan of R&D and perform eheck and review.
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FUSION MATERIAL R&D LONG-TE M VIEW
... BACKGROUND STATUS AND ISSUES -
1) Materials for Experimental Reactors (ITER, etc.)
- Bases of Engineering Data and Performance Prediction are Inco
- Demands will Increase for Reliable Neutron Irradiation Data Taken u
Component-Specific Conditions.
- Technology for Functional Materials are Premature.
I 2) Materials for Demo
-J
./>.
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h
- Special Exploration and Innovation are Needed in Providing
for Various Components.
- Performances under High-Flux-Fluence Test nvironments Mu
Engineering Basis
- R&D Plans Must Be Consistent with Available Test Means I
Neutrons.
STAGES 11 & 111 .. PRELIMINARY VIEW
Objectives
1. Contirmative Testings and/or Demonstration on Performances of Materials for
. ITER.(Stage 11)
2. Exploration and Innovation of Potential Candidate Materials tor DEM .
(Stage Irr)
I
--J
(J1
I Time Fram :
- Stage 11 (1995 - 1999) ----- Possible Start of ITER Construction (Late 1990's)
- Stage 111(2000 - 2004) ----- Possible Start of INS Operation (Early 2000)
----- Up-Grading (2005 - 2010)
SUGGESTED TIME SCHEDU E
YEAR 1991- 1996 - 2001 - -
FACILITIES
SECOND STAGE IFMIF
••• N'E:IIJ TYPe ...
.".
•
J 0 .OP,.,oN,?I\ eSlgn
( Up-Gh~dlQ.gr
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~----------------------------
".
__ flII6I'
FIRST STAGE IFMIF
Operation
Construction
--J
Ol Design
Base Technology
~~'$'i .....:x:az::~_.~: ~-_:_-;-;-~;"-.='''=''''.r.·"''"..,._-.n·m-.'__..._
For Demo Reactor
For ITER
Materials Development
Basic Studies
MATERIALS R & Dl Fundamental
Stages 11 & 111, Scope and Approaches
I
--.J
--.J
I
Phase of Activities
I Scientific
11 Base Technological
111 0 pli & Ind U8 tri al
Tasks to Be Covered
- Theoretical Analyses and Modeling of
Correleation
- Experimental Analyses of Predicted Behavior
- Physical and Chemical Data
- Design & Prosessing of New Materials
- Test Methodology Development
- Characterization and Behavior Analyses
- Qualification Testing and Data Acquis· .
- Design & Prosessing of New Materials
- Test Methodology Development
- CharacterizaÜon ehavior Analyses
- Qualification Testing and Data Acquis· .
IV eri 18 n ine ring I - Appl" ations Reactor Design
Summary
- Intensive Projection Must Be Made in Next Few
Implementing Plans (Ref. ITER & INS Schedules)
- Balance of Near - and Long-Term Projections i R i
I
--J
Ol
- Issue of Securing Neutron Irradiation Beds is Ve
- Internationally Integrated Approaches Under J I
Essential.
Material Development for Fusion Reactors
K. Ehrlich
KfK
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1. Operational conditions NET / ITER
DEMO and CRF in different programmes
Strategies for reaetor development
in Fusion and Fast Reaetor programmes
3. Requirements for DEMO-Reaetor
material development
4. Capadty of different neutron sources
for aeeumulation of radiation damage
5. SiC a low Aetivation Material
-80-
perational Conditi ns or h • Wall 1Ir
.. NET/ITER DEMrOJe
Neutron Waliloading
[MW/m2] 1 -3 3 -
[dpa s-1] 3 . 10-7 (6 - 9) . 10-7
- 1 . 1
I Integrated WaliloadingI
co
I
[MW 2] 0,25 - 1 1 0 15-
pa] .5 - 1 100 - 2 0 15 -3
. pulsed . nt. .e 10 qu SI uasl
moer . 104 103 - 1 5 1 3-1 5
u 200 - 1500 >1 1
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Figure 4 EVOLUTION OF DEVICE PARAMETERS
Major radius (m) 3 6.3 6.0 6.3
Minor radius (m) 1.3 2.05 2.15 I 1.8
Plasma volume (m3) -1 -140 -1,000 -1,000 -700
Plasma current (MA) 0.4 4-7 25 22 20
On-axis toroidal field (1') 3.45 6.0 4.85
CP I Pulse length (s) <1 -25 >700 4oo-ss S.s. I s.s.I\)
Integral bUffi time (hrs) -I 1,500 8,000 80,000
Wall loading (MW/m2) <0.2 -1 -1 2.2 I 3
Breeding ratio tests -0.7
Fusion product (l020m-3keVs) 0.03 8 50 50 I 50Fusion power (MWthermal) «30) 1,000 1,000 2,000 I
" {H t,l~ "<?,2, M lb~ N <00 H ~
&.S. = approximately Ilteady-state
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1990 2000 10
Strategy for Reactor Development (1, 2)
(2) Pilot Plant
NET/ITER
-~.. DEMO Plant
STARUTE
--..a. Prototype,Plant
ARIES I, 11, IV
PULSAR
Co e al Pla
als an the
I
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Essential Requirements for DIEMO:
- DEMO and CfR are based on the same Teehnology
- DEMO has to demonstrate public Acceptability and abili
DEMO should establish Ucencing, Deeommissionin an n
- DEMO should have the same Struetural and Breeding
Plasma Regime of Operation as the Prototype Plant
(1) R. W. Conn et al. UCLA PPG - 1394, 1992 Starlite Study
(2) See parallel Development in fission Reaetor Development (fB
.In n
e
Reactor Strategy and Material Development for Fast Breeder Reaeto in Eu pe
Pilot Plant
Rapsodie
KNK
DFR
Core structural materials
316 s.a
DEMO-Reaetors
Phenix
(SNR 300)
PFR
316 ew / 316 Ti LW
Prototype-Reaetors Commerdal Reaetors
Superphenix EFR
15/15
AlM 1
(Xl
(J'I
Clad
Wrapper
1.4988/1.4870
PE 16
316
1.4981
321
1.4970s.a + c.w
PE 16
316/EM 10
1.4981 /1.4914
321 / FV 448
316/ EM10
PE 16
EM 10
Martalloy
--------------------------------._------------,---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Accumulation of damage
30-50 dpa 65 - 90 dpa 130 dpa 180 dpa
Condusion: It took 25 years with available reactors to generate a reliable data base for (ore stru ral
r"t"'I~tol'";~Ic; IH"l tn thp nrpc;pnt Ip\fpl of ::;: 1~O on<'!
Requiremens for DEMO .. Structural Materials
I
(Xl
(J)
I
Keyassumptions
1. loading conditions
under normal Operation
Neutron Wallloading - 2MW/m 2 FW, S
Integrated loading - 10 MWy/m2 FW, S
Thermalloading - 10 MW/m 2 Div.
2. Off..normalloading conditions
(disruptions) have to be minimized
3. Quasi ..steady state operation
has to be achieved
4. Seleeted materials are the reference for
Commerdal fusion Reaetors
Main requirements
1. Establish complete data ba
unirradiated material prope
(Code..relevant..properties)
2. Generate reliable data base n
irradiation behaviour and
thermomechanical response r
materials
(2/3 of Integrated wall I ing
T..range)
3. Determine material ..spedfic a
and analyse its influence n
maintenanee, safety and
decommissioning.
.
I n
n
R1 Determin n n c1ear ata for lati
transmutation reaetions, materi I aetivation,
after heat and radioaetive deeay
2.) Study of plasma-wall interaetions, steady-state-
sputtering and disruptions
3.) Study of eombined thermal wailloadings und r
irradiation
4.) Radiation phenomena under specifie fusion
neutron irradiation
• Swelling and ereep (Dimensional stability)
• Radiation hardening and embrittlement
• Isothermal and thermal fatigue
• Fraeture touahness
-
5.) Corrosion and eompatibility
• Irradiation-indueed stress eorrosion eraeking
IISCC
• Radiatio -in ueed segregation RIS
6.) Tritium..permeability and diffusivity under
irradiation
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The Role of Intense Neutron Sources and
Irradiation Facillities in MaterialsDevelopment
P. Schiller
IRe
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Alm of the Materials Development:
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rnatetials for fusion de'ilices an.d reactors
Fusion Reactors Scheduled:
- DEJ.\:10
Tne Need for Irradiation Fadlities:
In au Sd1e.dUle.d de.'\.ices the first 'INall \·\rill be exposed
to the influence of an intense high energy~neutron
flux of increasing int.ensit.y and duration.
For a safe operation of the de'l'ices the knowledge of
the beha'iliolJr of the nlaterials \.Inder these conditions
is nec:e~uY, therefore irradiation tests are 'ilital.
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on the beha:viour
? - 14 r·Ae'V Neutron Sources ?
lTER:
- There is little 1eft for a. ffla.teria1s developrnent.
- The total neutron 1Hall1oading is Sff18.lL
- The necessar/ radiation data will corne fr'orn fission
rea.ctors.
- ;., 14 1'~ 1,"0"/ C"('1 1-r"-'e; ~('ljlj ·1jr-u·c·j,..·r;;. ;;.11;:::;' .:;r.) .,.u J...... " t...-'.J. '. 1·.L 1 ...:;11
at the end of the lifetlrne.
D8.,10:
- There 1$ time fer a materials developmenL
- There are ad)JZtlly no frJiiterials existing which could
st.ß.nd the ertrerne conditions a. DElJO 'Hall
- The rnaterials development arId OPUfrUS;3.t!()!
done fission 4"'·r-..r>r>T r·....·r·
srnall a 14
- The ",./..J '!-I.:..H./ U-";'J. JJ-L J.F,
Will
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- Desir';;.1ble to run tests for Ule deternünation of
the end of life condiUons dwino constructonb
or oper-ation of ITER in a 14 1vfeV source,
Space nece-ssar~l yvill be lilnited
- Irr'i:1,diation tests for optin)isation cmI be done
in fission reactors hO'hfever a danlJ.Ce calibration! b ~
\·"ill be necessarv T11is needs a s111all 141v1eV.'
neutron so'..u'ce the spectruD:l of 't't~hich is rnodin~i
- En,gmeermg &',.ta base for the selected rnatenals
has to be establislled, Tnis needs a large source
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The Role of Neutron Irradiation Facilities
T.Ishino
University of Tokyo
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Nellton / Neutron lrra.cUa1llOn Correlatlon
critical materilals3. near term m,lcbl1n(~s
various component processes
energy neutron irradiation.
5. Engineering fundamentals for the best use IFMIF and other irradiation facilities
6. Engineering properties
7. Some of the component testing.
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Stages 11 & 111, Scope and Approaches
(Q
--J
I
Phase of Activities
I Scientific
ase Technological
Tasks to Be Covere
- Theoretical Analyses and Modeling of
Correleation
- Experin1ental Analyses of Predicted Behavior
- Physical and Chemical Data
- Design & Prosessing of New Materials
- Test Methoelology Development
- Characterization and Behavior Analyses
- Qualification Testing anel Data Acquisition
I I I
111
IV
lied
ri Is
Industrial
. .
n lineenn
- Design & Prosessing of New Materials
- Test Methodology Development
- Characterization and Behavior Analyses
- Qualification Testing anel Data Acquis' .
- Applications to Reactof Design
FNS
RTNS-II (gone)
(Fission Reactors)
JMTR
HFIR
JOYO
EBR-II
FFTF
(Accelerator-based source)
KEK
LAMPFILASREF
PlREX
(Accelarators)
HIA/LIA/TEM
HIT Facility
INS FM Cyclotron
etc.
(FUSION DEVICE)
ITER Material Performance and modeling
(Design Dependent)
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FEASlBILITY ISSUES
DEPENDS ON TIME SCHEDUL
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The Role of Intense Neutron Sources and other
Irradiation Facillities in MaterialsDevelopment for
Fusion
F.W. Wiffen
D.S. DOE
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THE ROLE OF INTENSE NEUTRON SOURCES
IRRADIATION FACILITIES IN MATERIALS
DEVELOPMENT FOR FUSION
Presentation to the
IEA Wor~:shop on Intense Neutron Sources
F. W. Wiffen
Office of Fusion Energy
D.S. Department ofEnergy
KfK - Karlsruhe
September 21-23, 1992
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FUSION MATERIALS PROGRAM
The Goal:
o Provide qualified :materials for magnetic fusion devices--
materials that corltribute to the realization fusion as an
economically cOlllpetitive, safe, and environmentally
energy source.
The Technical Applroach:
o Focus long ran.ge--the power-producing reactor.
Meet needs nearer term devices as intermediate steps
the program.
The Schedule:
Operating ernonstration Power Plant about .
o Cornmercial Power Plant .
o
Q)
I
FUSION MATERIALS PROGRAM
NEUTRON SOURCES
o Neutron Sources are essential to the fusion program ~""""""~AC~'-~
the service environment in developing materials.
Large numbers of specimens must be held at ,
controlled conditions for times of weeks to years.
A few of the physical and mechanical property
measurements will be made in situ.
Most properi:y determinations will be made
facilities after discharge from the neutron source.
~o
--.j
FUSION MATERIALS PROGRAM
FIr:JTURE NEUTRON SOURCE
NEED,S FOR THE FUSION PROGRAM
The fusion program 11ee~s simultaneous, long-term use
o A mixed spectru:m fission reactor
HFIR or better
Lower nllclear heating rates
More cOlnplete instrumentation and temperature
control
Larger experimental volumes
A fast spectrum fission reactor
FFTF jMOTA. or equivalent
Simplified access
o A higher energy, high flux neutron source
The preferred option a 35 MeV stripping source
'-.U~.L candidates are:
d-t source
spallation source, tailored to fusion needs
FUSION MATERIALS
MULTIPLE IRRADIATION WI"'r'I'III""'"
TO SUPPORT ~rHE
o Fission reactors provide a wide range
Many are available
Use is at low cost; methods ouu. ..........
Temperatures 4 to 1500 K, fluences
o Particle accelerator bombardments examine
behavior
o Medium size fusion neutron sources ,rnr.r.-r~
elements. The proposed ESNIT in Japan fits "-AU"'" ~VL~"-'~
Fundamental studies
Fusion - fission correlations
Materials development, addressing
o
OJ
o An International Fusion Materials
with large volume and high flux is required
Complete fusion - fission correlations
Materials development
Design data base generation
o
<D
FUSION MATERIALS PROGRAM
THE STRUCTURAL MATERIALS PROGRAM
RELIES ON USE OF FISSION REACTORS
o HFIR
Multiple, small volume experiments, newly instrumented
60-BOOoC, monthly access
20-25 dpa per year
Collaboratiolls with Japan
o FFTF jMOTA (Materials Open Test Assembly)
Large volume, heavily instrumented
380-1200oC; annual access
2 dpa per year
Collaboratiorls with Japan, IEA, USSR, EC
o EBR-II may be used to replace or supplement the
o LASREF (spallation neutron source on LAMPF at
used specialized experiments.
FUSION MATERIALS PROGRAM
SUITABILITY CRITERIA FOR AN IFMIF
An International Fllsion Materials Irradiation Facility (IFMIF)
should meet these criteria:
~
o
i
Neutron Flux
Neutron Spectrum
Fluence
Irradiation Volume
Flux Gradients
Accessibility
Flux Time Structure
Equivalent to 2 MW/m2
(-lxl015 n/cm2 .s, E>O.IMeV)
Similar to fusion reactor first wall
(Neutron production peaked near 14
MeV)
100 dpa in 'a few years
(availability > 700/0)
10 liters at 2 MW/m2
< 100/0/cm
Irradiation volume completely available
Easy experiment change-out
Quasi-continuous operation
oFUSION MATERIALS PROGRAM
A FUSION NEUTRON SOURCE IS REQUIRED FOR
DEVELOPMENT OF STRUCTURAL MATERIALS FOR DEMO
Support for ITEF~ and the initial stages of developing materials
for power reactors can be accomplished with fission reactors
and innovative experiments such as spectral and isotopic
tailoring, DHCE, injector foils , etc.
Proposed ITI~R structural materials contain Ni, therefore we
can achieve correct Hejdpa using spectral and isotopic
tailoring.
ITER damage levels are low, therefore, they be _........,............
with irradiation experiments of acceptable duration
consistent with the ITER schedule.
advanced materials we are now generally limited to
exploration of basic damage mechanisms.
FUSION MATERIALS PROGRAM
A FUSION NEUTR()N 80URCE 18 REgUlRED
OF STRV'CTURAL MATERIALS FOR DEMO
I
~
C\)
I
o A fusion neutron source is required to carry the
advanced materials to completion and demonstrate
acceptability for fusion power applications.
The effects of irradiation on mechanical and
properties is a central issue.
It is not possible to adequately approximate damage (e. ,
He, H, dpa) nor achieve end-of-life damage levels
advanced reduced activation structural materials, ,
and PFC materials with available techniques.
The required materials development programs ...
accomplished in the planned successive and
more powerful plasma physics devices.
o A fusion neturoIl source must be operational by about the
2000 to support the goal of a fusion demonstration reactor
o Expanded use of fission reactors will also be required.
~cu
FUSION MATERIALS PROGRAM
THE FMIT PROGRAM PROVIDED THE BASIS FOR
ANY FUTURE FUSION NEUTRON SOURCE PROGRAM
The Fusion Materials Irradiation Test (FMIT) Program of 1978
1985 established the technology needed for a -Li neutron .
o Radio Frequency Quadrupole accelerator prototype was
completed rund operated.
o lithiu:m target test system was fully developed and
flow tested.
AUTPr supplies were purchased now lA ...H ....~
cPuThprp the fusion program.
...... '-' ............. ''-' A ................. A, target, "-i. ...... ....:IA.F,.... A.
"will be valuable to any proj
1 .S. had spend $90M.
this is useful to e-r..... -rr..o ~-rr...
and other the fusion program.
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FUSION ENERGY AND INTENSE NUETRON SOURCES IN CHINA**
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* Southwestern Institute of Physics, China
# Institute of Modern Physics, China
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Abstract
The position of fusion energy in the energy strategy in
China is very important. The energy requirement of China in
next century would not be satisfied if the fusion energy was
not developed in China. Intense Nuetron Sources, like IFMIF,
is necessary for developing fusion energy in China. To build
up IFMIF through international cooperation is a good idea.
China is willing to make its own contribution to IFMIF if
China will be accepted to join the cooperation.
1. The Position of Fusion Energy in Energy Strategy[l)
It is weIl known that the China is a country with the
most population in the world. China does have a plenty of
natural resources and energy, but, unfortunately, teo much
population make the per capita energy is very low. The lake
of energy has been the major trouble to disturb the economic
increment for a long time. The increasing population maybe
saturates in tens years. The natural increasing rate of
population in China in the nearest years is about 1.08-
1.15%, and so the Chinese population in the middle of next
century is estimated to be -1.5 billion.
China is expected to become amiddie developed country
at that time and the value of total output per capita should
be $4000-8000jyear. The corresponding requirement of energy
in this case will be 4 billion ton normal coal per year and
the generating capacity will be more than 1500 GW. It i3
difficult to be changed in near term that the mineral fuel
plays a major role in the energy composition in China. But
limited resources and environmental pollution force us to
develop nuclear energy and the fraction of nuclear power in
2050s is expected to be 25-30~~, i.e. 400-500 GW.
All of the nuclear power is now given by fission
reactors in the world, but this nuclear power composition
can not meet the energy requirement in next century in China
even though the fast fission breeders are developed and
taken into account. The capacity of four possible nuclear
fission power composition are shown in fig. 1, where PWR--
pressured water reactor, APWR--advanced PWR, HTGR--high
temperature gas-cooled reactor and FBR--fast breeder reactor
while U, Pu, M and L in parentheses are uranium, plutonium,
modular type and liquid metal cooled, respectively. It is
obvious that the composition which consists of only thermal
** Supported by China National Funding for Natural Science
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energy
develop
energy
key problem in
impossible to
without fusion
and fast fission reactors can not meet the energy
requirement before the middle of next century because of the
limited uranium resources in China.
The situation would become different if fission-fusion
hybrid breeders (FHB) aredeveloped in time. The calculation
results of fission and fusion nuclear power composition
using FCAC code under similar conditions are give in fig. 2.
The figure shows that the continuous capacity increment can
be carried out easily and nuclear power of more than 400-500
GW can also be reached in 2050.
Fusion energy development is the
development strategy of China. It is
China national economy to high level
in next century.
2.Intense Nuetron Sources for Fusion Reactor Materials
Development
It is straightforward that the fusion reactor materials
development is necessary for fusion energy. There is a R&D
program for fusion reactor materials in China. The purpose
of the program is to found a basis of science and technology
for fusion reactor materials development in China. It is
unimaginable that a big country with 1.5 billion population
has to buy every thing abroad for its fusion reaetors in
next eentury. Of eause, the international eooperation in
development of fusion reaetor materials is neeessary.
The struetural materials of the first experimental
fusion reaetor in China, whieh would be built up in the
beginning of next eentury, is estimated to be maturer steels
at present, e.g. austenitie stainless steels, like 316 SS
and its modified ones, beeause of no time of developing the
new materials for it. But it is neeessary to develop new
materials with high quality for reaetors in the middle of
next eentury. Ferritie stainless steels (ineluding ODS
ferritie steels), vanatium-based alloys, austenitie and
ferritie steels with low aetivity and various eomposites for
structural application have now been developing in China,
besides austenitie stainless steels. Some of them is not
only been developing for fusion but also for other
applieations, e.g. fast fission reaetors.
Whieh kind of struetural materials will be developed in
China is also determined by whieh kind of fusion reaetor
eoneept would be ehoosen. There are two main reaetor
eoneepts in China: solid tritium breeder--He eooled and
liquid metal breeder--self eooled. Some feasibility problems
have now to be resolved for every eoneept. It is not
determined right now that whieh eoneept would be ehoosen. If
the liquid metal self eooled blanket is adopted, the
ferritie steels would be developing sinee its good
eompatibility with liquid metal breeder and irradiation
resistanee. Otherwise, the austenitie one may be hopeful but
ferritie steels are still attraetive beeause of the good
irradiation resistanee. So various austenitie and ferritie
steels, e.g. with high strength at higher temperature and
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low activitYI may be the major concern in near term and the
V-based alloys and structural composites, e.g. SiC/SiC,
would be the interest for the futhure.
Nuetron irradiation effect study is a important thing in
fusion reactor materials development. Two kinds of
experimental methods have been used in China: nuetron
irradiation and charged particle irradiation simulation. The
experimental investigation is carried out by means of
fission reactors (e.g. experimental reactors and high flux
isotope reactor), T-D nuetron sourees, heavy ion cyclotrons
and high voltage electron microscope. They are effective fer
basic reseach but intense nuetron sources, like
International Fusion Materials Irradiation Facility (IFMIFl,
are necessary for fusion reactor development. There is not
any plan of building intense nuetron sources, like IFMIF, in
China since it is too expensive. We are waiting for
international cooperation in this field and ~ould like to
make our contribution to this cooperation.
It has been noticed that the pre-construction of FMIT
started in Uni ted States, though it was stopped later, and
some good designs of intense nuetron sources were put up in
past decade. IEA--Executive Committee has done its best to
promote the international cooperation on IFMIF under IEA--
Inplementing Agreement on R&D in Fusion Materials[2,3].
The D--Li nuetron source concept, which was adopted by
FMIT[4] in US and developed by ES~IT[5,6] in Japan, is a
more mature design for IFMIF. The criteria derived from
anticipated operating conditions of DEMO reactor can be
satisfied and no feasibility question remained with this
concept. By the way, accelerator-based nuetron sources are
preferable in China since there are many experienced
engineers and specialists on accelerators in some research
institutes and universities. Research of liquid metal (e.g.
Na and Li) loop for fast fission reactors and fusion
reactors has also been conducted in China for ages. Of
cause, a lot of good idea have been offered in many
alternative concepts for IFMIF. For example, target is water
rather than liquid lithium in T--H20 nuetron source
concept[7,8] and further it i5 substituted by mirror plasma
in beam plasma concept[9,10]. They are more attractive and
worth to be developed.
3. The Possible Contribution of China to IFMIF
The nuetron sources have been developing in Chona for
ages. Many fission reactors and accelerator-based nuetron
sources have been built up. They have been used for
development of fission and fusion reactor materials. Fusion
nuetrons from some accelerator-based nuetron sources have
also been used in fusion materials development in China. One
of them, a D-T nuetron source with rotating target, is shown
in fig. 3. The nuetron yield was 2*10' 2. n/s.
There are also a lot of cyclotrons and accelerators in
China, which are operating for physical, chemical and
materials study. A heavy ion research facility in Lanzhou
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(HIRFL) and its main cyclotron, a new separated sector
cyclotron (SSC) shows in fig. 4 and 5, respectively. This is
a huge system with high exactness[11]. The SSC and beam
parameters are given in table 1. The 50 MeV/A C beam was
extracted from SSC on Dec. 12, 1988. It means that the HIRFL
was completed since then and started to operate for
scientific research.
The other scientific apparatus named "Beijing Electron
Positron Collider (BEPC)" is also completed on Oct., 1988.
It consist meanly of a 2*2.2/2.8 GeV electron position
collider, a large particle detector called Beijing
Spectrometer installed at the interaction point and
synchrotron radiation experimental facilities. The period of
construction was only four years and the main specifications
have reached the highest level in the world at that time.
Some accelerators were also constructed in 1980s. One of
them is shown in fig.6. The H+ energy of this linear
accelerator is 35 MeV, pulsed current--60 mA, duration of
the pulse--80-100 ps and the frequency is 12.5/s. This
accelerator is now operating for reseach work and as a
nuetron source.
All of these accelerators and huge apparatus were
designed and manufactured by Chinese scientists, engineers
and works in China. That means they can design the high
energy cyclotrons and other huge, exact apparatus for
scientific and engineering purpose. Their knowledge and
capability would make a big contributicn to IFMIF, if
necessary and possible.
As mentioned above, the liquid natrium technology has
been developed for fast fission reactors for more than 20
years and some liquid-Na loops are now running in China.
Liquid Lithium technic has also been developing for fusion
reactors in China recently. They may offer some experiences
to IFMIF, if it is D-Li based concept.
The manufacture is also an important problem if the
IFMIF is really built. The establishment of HIRFL and BEPC
also shows the
O
level of manufacture technology in China.
Besides, atomic power stations, high flux isotope reactors
and rockets for satellites have also been manufactured in
China and got a great success in these fields. The
manufacture and industry in China can also make its
contribution to IFMIF. By the way, the price in China may be
lower than that in other countries.
4. Conclusion
The position of fusion energy in energy strategy of
China is very important. The highly developed national
economy would be unimaginable in China if the fusion energy
was not developed and adopted. Development of fusion energy
is a new challenge faced by Chinese in China.
The intehse - nuetron sources for fusion technology is
necessary for China. We would like to resolve this problem
through international cooperation.
China would be able to make his contribution to IFMIF,
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if China is aecepted to join this international eooperation.
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Table 1. Main Parameters of HIRFL
Ions
Maximum Energy
C--Ta
120 - - 7 • 5 ~ieV/ A
----------------------------------------------------/0 f:l.
Beam Intensity 10 --10 PPS
Energy Resolution
Gap Between Poles of SSC
Maximum Field in The Gap
10 em
1. 6 T
Fig. 1. Possible Nuclear Power Inerement in Next Century in
China. where 1) PWR(U)+PWR(Pu), 2) PWR(U)+FBR(M)+FBR(L),
3) PWR(U)+APWR+FBR(M)+FBR(L), 4) PWR(U)+HTGR+FBR(M)+FBR(L).
Fig. 2. Possible Nuelear Power Inerement in Next Century in
China. where 5) 1}+FHB, 6) 2)+FHB, 7) 3)+FHB and 8) 4)+FHB.
Fig. 3. Nuetron Souee with Rotating Target.
Fig. 4. The General Layout of HIRFL.
Fig. 5. The Structure of SSC.
Fig. 6. Layout of a 35 MeV Linear Aeeeierator of Proton.
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General view o[ thc nC'Jtron gener:lter
(1) B.V. supply, (2) Duoplasmatron, (]) EJcctron trap, (41 !\ccc:e;-alion
tube,(5) Spaee charge kns, (6) Turbo molccular pump, (7) Quadr'Jpolc
triplct,(S) Plug-- in type F~rady cup, (9) Rotating target, (10) Insu1:ltion trans-
former
9
De:.lm
ro tating target assem bly
(1) Bellows, (2) Rotating seal, (3) Target carrier, (4) \Vater catch cnge, (5)
Cooling watcr supply, (6) T-Ti target, (7) Drain to recirculator, (8) Gear beil
drive pulley, (9)Collimator
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status of ESNIT (The D-Li Neutron Source, a First S roach)
K. Noda, H. Ohno, Sugimoto and Y. Kato, T. Kondo
Research Institute
, Ibaraki-ken, 319-11, JapanTokai-mura,
1. INTRODUCTION
The conceptual scheme of a medium size high-energy neutron
irradiation test facility with d-Li stripping neutron source was
discussed at JAERI in the course of constructing the long term
strategy of nuclear materials research in 1987. Regarding the
needs of base research works for innovating new materials for fu-
ture needs as weIl as the state of art in the understanding of the
materials behavior under fusion neutron environment, the scheme
put its emphases on the selectivity of neutron energy spectrum to
have converged to the concept of ESNIT. The reality of being able
to bring into construction within several years was also con-
sidered, which gave rise to the conservative selection of the op-
timized beam current specification. The ESNIT Program set forth
since F.Y.1988 and the technical survey activity with the support
of a technical advisory system was initiated in early 1989. The
activities covered mostly the technical feasibility studies on the
facility design with some analyses on design feasibility and op-
timization. To the present the program conducted several task
items on the conceptual system development and evaluation on the
technologies of the accelerator, the target and the remote in-
situ/post-irradiation experimental techniques. It covered also
the analytical evaluation of the neutron field, construction of
the scheme of test matrices and surveys on facility utilization
and management.
The concept of ESNIT, the current status of the technical ac-
tivities and materials researches to be performed using ESNIT are
summarized below.
2. CONCEPT OF ESNIT
The current ESNIT specification consists of an accelerator
system (ion sources , a radio frequency quadrupole linear ac-
celerator (RFQ) , a drift-tube linear accelerator (DTL), RF source,
high energy beam transport (HEBT), target interfaces, etc.), a
target system (flowing Li targets, a Li circulation system) and an
experimental system (irradiation cells, a post-irradiation ex-
amination (PIE) facility), as shown in fig. 1. The expected con-
ceptual characteristics of ESNIT are as the following.
(1) Neutron spectra have relatively sharp peaking character and
are variable with the energy of deuterons accelerated in the range
10 to 40 MeV, as shown in fig. 2. The peak energies of the
spectra selected are at least three steps (e.g., 5, 10, 14 MeV).
(2) Maximum deuteron current of 50 mA was determined by compromis-
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requirements from materials testing, feasibili aspects of
accel techno, cast and radioact waste manage-
ments. It is, however, desirable to considere ESNIT up
to the beam current of 100 mA, in order to meet world-wide
demand for the materials irradiation tests using a hi energy
neutron source such as ESNIT.
(3) At the maximum deuteron current of 50 mA, the neutron flux
higher than 1.5x10 14 n/cm 2 .s, which corresponds to annual damage
rate of 10 dp for stainless steel, can be attained for test
volume of about 5x5x5 cm 3 • Fig. 3 shows the neutron flux contour
map calculated at the deuteron current of 50 mA for the deuteron
beam spot size of 4 cm in diameter with flat deuteron current dis-
tribution. The test volume for the flux higher than 1.5x10 14
n/cm 2 .s increases with the deuteron energy, and the volume of
about 5x5x5 cm 3 is attainable for the deuteron energy of 40 MeV.
Such volume is estimated to be adequate for various types of in-
situ experiments and irradiations for significant number of mini-
aturized specimens. Furthermore, the neutron flux higher than
4.5x10 14 n/cm 2 .s (corresponding to annual damage rate of 30 dpa/y
for stainless steel) can be attained by limiting the test volume
to about 15 cm 3 , as shown in fig. 4.
(4) The neutron flux and the peak energy of neutron spectra can be
independently changed, although the maximum neutron flux lessens
with decrease of deuteron energy accelerated. This allows ir-
radiation tests as a function of neutron flux (i.e., damage rate)
under equal conditions of neutron spectra, fluence, irradiation
temperature and the other experimental conditions.
(5) Time structure of beam is quasicontinuous. In such a case the
duration of beam interruption should be shorter than 10- 6 s to
avoid influence of pulse irradiation which arises from effects of
concentration change of point defects on damage microstructures.
This criterion can be met, since the frequency of RF power for ac-
celeration is planed to be 120 MHz in continuous wave (CW) mode
operation. Consequently, the influences of pulse irradiation on
the damage microstructure can be ignored.
(6) At least two irradiation cells are provided for high
availability cf the facility. Gcod accessibility to the irradia-
tion cells relative to the conventional research reactors allows
to perform various kinds of in-situ experiments and irradiations
in precisely controlled experimental conditions such as irradia-
tion temperatures.
(7) A post-irradiation examination (PIE) facility is coupled close
to the irradiation cells. A modular-type PIE facility is
developed to cover various test requirements, and it is designed
especially for miniaturized specimen tests.
3. PRESENT STATUS OF ESNIT PROGRAM
Technological survey and evaluation are being conducted for
-1~
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d-Li
the neutron irradiation field, the accelerator system, the
system and the experimental system ass a favorable result of
the official revi planned F. Y. 1992 and the construction
start in F.Y. 1995.
(1) Evaluation of Neutron-irradiation-field Characteristics of
ESNIT and Parameters
The d-Li neutron spectra including their angular dependence
experimentally measured in the deuteron energy 8 to 32 MeV
a tandem accelerator at JAERI to get precise information of
neutron spectra.
Uncollided neutron spectra and flux distribution in the ir-
radiation field of ESNIT were calculated for various deuteron
energies, various beam sizeS and various beam profiles using a
proper source model. In addition, preliminary calculations of
collided neutron spectra for Fe and A1203 test specimens were
carried out. These collided calculations for various materials
and various conditions of irradiation cells will be done.
The high energy region of d-Li neutron spectra extends to
about 40 MeV, so that the nuclear data for neutrons in the energy
range up to 40 MeV are necessary for precise calculations of col-
lided neutron spectra and flux distribution in the irradiation
field, shielding design and calculations of damage parameters for
test specimens. However, at present only nuclear data for
neutrons up to 20 MeV are available. The nuclear data for
neutrons in the range 20 to 50 MeV are being evaluated for common
elements of metallic and ceramic materials expected to be used for
fusion reactors and ESNIT itself. The elements evaluated are Fe,
Cr, Al, Cu, Ni, Si.
Calculation of damage parameters is important to make ir-
radiation research plans and test matrix, and to verify the
suitability of the neutron irradiation field characteristics of
ESNIT for fusion reactor materials R&D. Computer codes to calcu-
late damage parameters, i. e., PKA spectra and amount of nuclear
transmutation products, are being developed.
The critical issues of nuclear data and damage parameter cal-
culation codes for d-Li neutron ~ource were discussed in the in-
ternal workshop on the technical review of ESNIT. Conclusions
summarized in the workshop are as fallows:
l)The evaluated nuclear data file should be verified by measured
data.
2)The calculated source neutron spectrum should be compared with
the experiments, especially in the high energy tail region.
3)Benchmark tests using the neutron fields are requested for
shielding and transmutation calculations.
4)Experiments of PKA at 14 MeV are necessary for selected
materials for verification of PKA calculation codes.
5)Theoretical benchmark calculations and their intercamparisan are
needed.
(2) Accelerator system
The accelerator system of ESNIT consists of ion sources , a
. 1~10
radio 1e linear accelerator ( ), a drift-tube
linear acce1erator (DTL), RF source, high energy beam
(HEBT), t t interfaces, etc. In pr le, a conservative
des conc was adopted at the first s order to secure
the gh availabili of ESNIT reliable beam ion. The
specifications of accelerator system are shown Table 1.
At least two ion sources are installed for simultaneous ac-
celeration of positive and negative ions (d+ 2+). ical a
dc high current d+ beam and a pulsed low current d- beam with low-
duty cycle are injected simultaneous
The RFQ with the exit energy of 2 MeV is used for simul-
taneous acceleration of positive and negative ions, and is driven
by 120 MHz RF power. This frequency was chosen to avoid the heat
removal problem. When such simultaneous acceleration us a
is technologically difficult, use of two RFQ has to be considered.
The DTL consists of separated seven tanks to accelerate the
ions at the energies of 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35 and 40 MeV. The
tanks are individually fed by megawatt class RF sources, and they
are controlled by switching on/off the RF power as the desired
exit energy is obtained.
The HEBT includes a beam separation system (s magnet)
for simultaneous acceleration of positive and negative ions,
achromatic beam transport lines and beam dumps.
The target interface section consists of mult 1e ic
system for changing the beam size and current density distribu-
tion, and beam energy dispersion system. The former system is
used to change neutron-irradiation field characteristics for
various flux/test volume requirements. The latter is useful for
relax the heat generation profile in the flowing Li target.
The diagnostic devices are indispensable to obtain informa-
tion for minimizing the damage and activation of the accelerator
components.
The most important technological issues for the accelerator
system are beam acceieration and handling technologies to produce
the well-controlled, stable and intense neutron field and to
realize simultaneous acceleration of posi tive .and negat ions.
Consideration of upgrading ESNIT in future is desirable for world-
wide demand of materials tests using a high energy ense neutron
source. Merging cf the positive and negative beams which are
simultaneously accelerated at the same level current is one of
possible methods for upgrading ESNIT.
In the international workshop of the technical review of ES-
NIT, maj or critical issues described below were def for the
accelerator design of ESNIT:
l)The design calculations for getting the optimal machine
parameters for each accelerator component, i.e., RFQ, DTL, HEBT,
target interface to realize stable acceleration at current
for long periods with high reliability.
2)The choice of the future upgrading options (high current option)
which influences the initial design requirements and machine
parameters.
3)The design of matching section to RFQ 1 when two beams are
merged together into the single RFQ for simultaneous acceieration
of positive and negative ions.
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The foll R&D items were recommended to solve the criti-
cal issues of ESNIT accelerator technology:
l)The devel of both cold and hot models for the cw
the cw DTL structures.
2)The devel of the ion sources long lifetime.
3)The deve of the rowave componen s for the hi
power ion and supply.
4)The method of nondestructive beam diagnostics for on-line
monitor of the beam.
5)The extensive calculations of the beam dynamics through the ac-
celerator and the transport, and the optimization of these
parameters.
6)Establishment of the remote handling methods.
7)The new simulation codes for designing the high current deuteron
accelerator and the transport system with the extremely low beam
spill.
8)the method for reducing the radiation damage at the accelerator
section.
Technological survey and evaluation of the accelerator system
and the components are in progress. some design calculations are
being carried out based on the strategy that the basic specifica-
tion is 50 mA, 40 MeV linac, however, the upgrading option is also
considered to increase the beam current up to 100 rnA. To survey
the optimal system based on such a design philosophy, the exten-
sive calculations are necessary for the extremely wide range of
the parameters. The beam dynamics calculations for the RFQ and
DTL linacs are being conducted for 120 MHz and 175 MHz in
frequency. Especially for the RFQ, the calculations for the in-
jection current of 50-100 mA, and the injection energy of 75-120
keV are being performed and the optimal design parameters are
sought at each combination. The primary design calculations for
the beam transport are done by using the beam matrix codes. The
beam redistribution system using multiple magnets for the target
interface is designed to provide the required beam shape (3X1 cm,
4X4 cm) and the intensity distribution (uniform, hollow)on the
lithium target.
Many kinds of aeeeierator teehnology for ESNIT ean be learned
from FMIT program and further teehnological evaluation whieh will
be followed by some additional R&D is under way. The requi~ed ae-
eelerator teehnology for ESNIT is in mature stage for the eon-
struction.
(3) Target System
The target system eonsists of flowing Li target and a Li eir-
eulation system ineluding eooling and purifieation systems. Teeh-
nological survey and evaluation studies are being carried out for
the preliminary coneept of target system similar to that of FMIT.
Speeifieations of the target system are summarized in Table 2.
Many kinds of evaluation and R&D for major teehnologieal
issues for the flowing Li target system were sueeessfully earried
out in the FMIT program, exeept beam-on-target experiments. Some
additional teehnologieal issues left for Li target teehnology of
ESNIT are as foliows.
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1 of Li jet in the
f1 ch the incident deuteron energy and the
beam current are cu~u5YU
2)The iment.
3)Technological evaluation R&D to decide led design of
flow Li and the Li circulat system.
At present, technological evaluation of lic be-
havior of Li jet to define boiling conditions and design studies
on Li circulation systems etc. are carried out for the target sys-
tem of ESNIT.
The heat generation profile in the target depends on the beam
energy. In thermo-hydraulic analysis of the target of ESNIT using
a two-dimensional finite element method, the most severe situation
for boiling of Li was found at the free surface of Li target in
case of the lower deuteron energy, although such situation was for
maximum heat generation points in case of the analysis of FMIT
target. Further precise analysis of thermal-hydraulic calculation
for the flowing Li target of ESNIT is necessary.
In the design study of Li circulation system, the main con-
sideration is for a Li purification system sufficient to maintain
an impuri ty level of 10 ppm. In this system, a concept of cold
traps with mesh and hot traps containing Y and Ti sponge getters
was made to trap general impurities (e.g., 0, N), and d-Li nuclear
reaction products (e.g., 'Be, T).
(4) Experimental System
Conceptual design studies for modular-type post-irradiation
examination facility (MODULAB) have been conducted since 1989.
The objective is to secure maximum flexibility and high
availability of the hot cells for incorporating various kinds of
post-irradiation tests, especially those using small size specimen
test (SST) techniques. Various types of SST techniques which are
applicable to the modular-type post-irradiation examination
facility are being developed.
4. MATERIALS RESEARCH TO BE PERFORMED USING
ESNIT
Materials researches which should be carried out using ESNIT
were defined for fusion reactor materials R&D and fundamental and
base materials research the international workshop on techni-
cal review of ESNIT. The researches are as foliows.
(1) Fusion reactor materials R&D
1) Validity check of ESNIT for irradiation tests of fusion reactor
materials
The neutron spectra of ESNIT have so-called high energy tail.
Validity of ESNIT for fusion materials testing should checked
in the early stage of ESNIT operation by experimental verification
of the calculated nuclear data and investigation of the influence
of the high energy tail on the damage microstructures and the
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e of the energy
decreased to ace le
of neutron spectra.
materials ies
of ESNIT, If the
not so small, it can be
decreas the
2) Materials devel~~~o.~ based on basic s es
Materials ation basic studies such as neutr neutron
irradiation correlation studies are very to understand
the sm of neutron irradiation effects. Once the correla-
tion is established, the development of advanced radiation resis-
tant materials can be done under the sound physics basis.
The materials which fulfill the severe demands at the
lifetime for high flux region of DEMO fusion reactors do not exist
in the present stage. Thus, the development of advanced materials
for DEMO fusion reactors should be conducted on the basis of
materials irradiation basic studies.
3) Materials properties tests under fusion-reactor operation
condition
The neutron flux can be adjusted to the neutron wall load
levels of ITER (International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor)
and DEMO fusion reactors. In-situ experiments of creep, fatigue,
corrosion including IASCC (Irradiation Assisted Stress Corrosion
Cracking) for the structural materials, of tritium release for
ceramic breeders, of electrical conductivi ty and dielectric loss
for insulator ceramics and of optical properties for diagnostic
materials should be carried out using ESNIT to evaluate the
materials properties during operation of ITER and DEMO fusion
reactors.
4) Materials lifetime tests
Verification tests of performance of ITER materials at the
lifetime under simulated ITER conditions can be performed by
proper accelerated dose rate tests using ESNIT. It would be help-
ful for ITER design and operation. Lifetime tests of structural
materials for DEMO fusion reactors at the fluence of 100 dpa are
possible by limiting test volume to about 15 cm 3 and extending the
test period to a few year. The medium and low flux regions of ES-
NIT can be used for lifetime tests of ceramic breeders, insulator
ceramics and diagnostic materials. Typical examples of test items
for the lifetime issues are as follows; mechanical properties and
dimensional stability for structural materials, ceramic breeders
and insulator ceramics, thermal properties for ceramic breeders
and insulator ceramics, optical properties for diagnostic
materials. However, for the materials irradiation tests of struc-
tural materials of DEMO fusion reactors in the high flux region of
ESNIT, the main object will be the development of materials
tolerable for the severe irradiation environment rather than the
lifetime tests.
(2) Fundamental and base materials research
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neutrons
1) Radiat
ESNIT will be the first high ener neutron irradiation
facili of which t neutron flux allows various kinds of
materials irradiation researches. Thus, iation e and
materials properties change due to high neutron at
should be studied using ESNIT to obtain their fundamental
knowledge.
2) Neutron/neutron irradiation correlation
Radiation damage and materials properties are af ted
damage parameters, i.e., PKA spectra, nuclear transmutation
products I damage rate I ionization rate and their stic ef-
fects. These damage parameters depend on neutron-irradiation con-
ditions such as neutron spectra and flux. The mechanism of a-
tion damage and materials properties change due to neutron ir-
radiation can be better understood by investigat correlat of
radiation damage and materials properties change in various
neutron-irradiation conditions (i.e., neutron/neutron irradiation
correlation). Such investigations should be done using ESNIT
which allows irradiation tests in various neutron-irradiation con-
ditions.
3) Materials behavior under neutron irradiation
Many kinds of interesting materials behavior under neutron
irradiation are remained to be studied, because of difficul in
conducting advanced in-situ experiments using the conventional re-
search reactors. The good accessibility to the irradiation field
and the proper neutron flux gradient of ESNIT are suitable to
carry out the advanced in-situ experiments. Such advanced situ
experiments should be carried out using ESNIT.
5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, concept of ESNIT, present status of ESNIT
program and materials research to be performed using ESNIT were
described. It has been evaluated from these that ESNIT can be a
use and indispensable neutron irradiation test facili for fu-
sion materials R&D not only for the fundamental phase of works but
also for a significant part of engineering tasks.
There is no radiation resistant materials can fulfill
the demands for the lifetime service in the high flux region of a
DEMO level fusion reactor. It is a consensus that a long period,
e. g., a few decades, is required to develop such materials. For
fusion reactor materials development, constructing a
neutron facility of the size of ESNIT to start its
the very beginning of the 21th. century is considered to
most essential step among many issues to be cleared.
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Table 1 ifications of Accelerator
Emittance (90%)
Lifet
Operation mode
RFQ
Structure
Frequency
Exit Energy
Beam Current
Transmission
Max. Surface
Field
DTL
Structure
Frequency
Exit Energy
Field Gradient
Beam Spill
RF Source
Frequency
Power
Required Power
60 mA max.
75 keV
1 pi mm mrad
Langer Than 300 h
Continuous
Pulse: Lower Than 1 % Duty
Four Vain, Charge/Mass=1/2
120 MHz (CW)
2 MeV
50 mA Max.
Higher Than 90 %
Lower Than 1.5 kilpatrick
Charge/Mass=1/2
120 MHz
10,15,20,25,30,35,40 MeV
1 to 1.5 MV/rn
Lower Than 0.01 mAlm
120 MHz
1 MW/Unit x 9 Sets
(RFQ: 1 Set, DTL: 8 Sets)
4.35 MW
RFQ Total: 0.45 MW
DTL Total: 3.9 MW
HEBT
Beam Separation System for
Simultaneously Accelerated
Positive and Negative ions
Achromatic Beam Transport
Beam Dumps
Target Interface
High Current T. I. with
Function of Beam Size/
Current Distribution
Change and Beam Energy
Dispersion
1 Set
Material: 2 Sets
Basic: 2 Sets
2 Sets
Beam Monitor
Beam Monitor (Nondestructive/Destructive)
Beam Loss Monitor
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Tab1e 2 ificat of tem
d+
d+ Current
Beam Power
Li In1et
Li Veloc
Li Jet Thickness
Li Free Surface
Pressure
Li Circulation System
Structural Material
Li Flow Rate
(Main Loop)
Operation Temp.
Cold Leg
Hot Leg
Li Purification System
Li Flow Rate
Outlet Temp.
Cold Trap
Hot Trap
(Y Getter)
Hot Trap
(Ti Getter)
10 to 40 MeV
50 rnA Max.
2 MW Max.
220 C
15 to 20 s
7 to 20 mm
10- 4 Pa
316 SS
40 l/s
220 C
250 to 300 C
0.5 1/s
200 C
250 C
600 C
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10-40 MeV
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(Energy Selectlve Neutron Test Facllity)
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Fig. 1 Bird's-eye view of ESNIT.
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F . 2 Neutron spectra of ESNIT at various
deuteron energies.
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The US studies on the D-Li concept for IFMI
are co-ordinated as a single project.
Overall design responsibilities are partitioned between ANL, LANL and OR
A work breakdown structure has been defined
A requirements document has been issued to provide a tramework for
The primary goal has been to prepare tor participation in a future I
activity.
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Neutron Source Concept
One 250 mA accelerator module
One lithium target. 1=250 mA
lightly drawn module suggests upgrade
path to 500-mA system
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Several design issues have been examined
Target backplate
Backplate Iifetime - 1 yr required
ANL design for free jet (no backplate) may be an opti
Target configuration
number of targets in test cell
beam geometry
sIe or room-temperature accelerator technology
Reliability and Maintainability will be major design d' r
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~
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~
I
The optim m beam/target geometry r a high i sity so
Large beam spot (50 - 100 cm2)
Lower damage to target backwall
Avoid excessive experimental fluxes
Ease velocity requirement on jet by reducing
instantaneous heating
More accessible experimental configurati
niform beam spot
Lower peak damage rates
Reduce undesirable flux gradients
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Criteria tor beam geometry
If the nominal DEMO first wall flux is <PO same experimental volu e flux
<P "" (2-3) x <PO will be needed for accelerated testing. Higher fluxes wou n
useful because of rate-dependent effects, and would limit. the backol I .
The relationship between flux (<\», beam current (I) and experimental lume
for a given value of target thickness (d), and beam energy (E) is
V(<\» = C ( I / <p)3/2
where C is only weakly dependent on beam geometry for <p < 2 x <\>b
The peak backplate flux ( <Pb ) limits the target lifetime and depends on the target
beam density
<\>b "" Ci (I / A)
A suitable criterion would be to choose the beam spot area such that
<\>b "" (4-6) x <PO
For <PO "" 20 dpalyr this implies <\>b "" 100 dpalyr
9/16/92
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Flux gradients ~ 10% /em ean be obtained large
uniform beam spots
dpa vs distance fram target
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Comparison between one and two target
Beam current = 250 mA. Deuteron energy MeV. ns r
Beam # of 10 dpalyr
Size Beams Material No Material Material
3 x 11 1 610 1000 245
2 490 1050 190
I 7 x 72 1 1000 1120 360 380
~
Ol 2 840 1150 230 0OlI
10 x 102 1 1200 1200 370 350
2 900 910 130
20 x 202 1 640 520 0 0
2 0 0 0 0
1 3 x 1 beam size - The material present inside the test eell is 100% dense stain
2 The material present inside the test eell is stainless steel, 30% dense in the first 10em, 1
from 10em to 50 em
9/16/92 AN
late damag rates
::: 250 mAu Deuteron energy 35MeV. Uniform ;:'UUl
iekness::: 1.90 em. Baek-plate thiekness:::.1 .
3 x 11 7x 10 x 102 x
Material Material No Material No Material Material
dpa/yr 510 500 93 48 17 15
He 1130 1100 600 180 1I
~
())
--J
.
1 1
1
2 1 , 1,
3
4 P
1
Accelerator baseline nd optio s
Design requirements
Beam eurrent =250 mA
Deuteron energy 35MeV; -5 MeV;
Energy spread +/- 500 keV
Plant Faetor ~ 70%
High energy beam losses < 1nA/m
(j)
00
Injectors (two)
ECH driven eusp field souree. RF driven is
100-125kV ; 140mA
Low Energy Beam Transport
Magnetie focussing. Neutralization and
foeussing are options.
RFQ (two)
Room temperature. S/C is an option.
Energy up to 2MeV. 125mA. 175 MHz
Beam Funnel
10/5/92 LAN
Cl
CD
,
~~~Ierator baseline O....... IL ... A
(eontinued)
Drift tube linae
350 MHz, 250mA
Room temperature up to 8MeV
S/C from 8MeV to 35 +1- 5MeV
Options inelude all room temperature, all S/C
Beam Transport
1 ,1
9/1
--J
o
Staging options
Add second accelerator to increase beam current to 500 mA
Provide capability to steer beam to same target or to aseparate
Same target:
Double area of beam spot
Volume will increase by factor of three
No increase in backplate fluxes
Separate target:
Experimental volume increased by a factor of two
Extra redundancy
Experimental flexibility is increased.
9/16/92
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Intense T-H20 Neutron S
S. Cierjacks
KfK
- 173--
11
K. IMF 1
Y. Hino, Guest IMF 1
S. Kelzenberg, IMF 1
S. Malang, IATF
Kernforschungszentrum KarIsruhe
M. Drosg, IEP
University of Vienna
G. Ernst et aI., ITT
University of Karlsruhe
XPor previous work see S. Cierjaeks, J. Fus. Eng. §. 193 (1989)
S. Cierjaeks et al., Nuel. Sei. Eng. 106 183 (1990)
S. Cierjaeks et al., AeL Phy. Hungar. 69 285 (1991)
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source.
Similarities
a wurce a
AClcellerator concept and components
Lonc4~pt for a staged design
enhancement test
same
Differences
1. Use another neutron producing
lH(t,n)3He reaction
on
21 MeV tritons on give an intense COll1tllllU()US no,,1- .....," Sllec1trUim
a. A sharp cut off energy 14.6 MeV
SPI~ctral intensity over the whole
a target
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Comparotive Flux ~Dectra
d-U l-Source 1_100.0mA
I-H,O l-Source 1-170.0mA
'610 r-------------------,
R(E..> 14Mell)- 35.4%
R(E;,> 14Mell)- 2.17-
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Comporotive Flux Spedra
• d-U l-Source 1-100.0mA
I-H,O l-Source 1-170.0mA
15
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R(E;,> 141.1.11)_ 21.4%
R(E;,> 14I.1ell)_ 0.9%
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Neutron Energy [MeII]
X = 0.0 em Y = 0.0 em Z = 0.0 em
o 10 20 .30 40 50
Neutron Energy [MeV J
X = 2.0 cm Y = 0.0 em Z = 0.0 em
R(E.> 14MeV)= 41.37.
R(E.> 14Mell)= 4.17.
Comparative Flux Speetra
d-Li l-Source 1= 100.0mA
t-HP l-Souree 1= 170.0mA
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R(E;,> 14Mell)= 39.57-
R(E.> 14Mell)= 3.27.
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30 40 50
Neutron Energy [MeV J
0.0 cm Z '" 0.0 em
10 20
X=10.0em
d-Li l-Souree 1= 100.0mA
t-H,O l-Soureo 1= 170.0mA
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Comparative Flux Spectra
ld 6 .---------------------,
R(E.> 14MeV)= 43.07-
R(E.> 14MoV)= 5.47.
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R(E.> 14Mell)= 42.3%
. R(E.> 14MeV)= 4.97.
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Neutron Energy (MeV J
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Comparative Flux Speetra
d-U 1-Source 1= 100.0mA
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Table 1. Summary and Comparison of the First Stage Version of t-HzO
Sourees.
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t-H 2O d-Li
21 MeV, 85mA (ESNIT) (FMIT)
35 MeV, 50 mA 35 MeV, I
Flux-Test Volume
> Ix 1017n/m 2s 2305 cm3 4250 cm3 11500 cm3
> IxlOl8n/m2s 80 cm3 138 cm3 450
> IxlO19n/m2s o cm3 o cm3 8 cm3
Advantages - Negligible Neutrons - Technical Feasibility - Technical
> 14 MeV - Optimized for Cost and - Capabil of ,Heu
- Upper Limit 20-22 MeV Reliability Tests
Issues - Acceleration, Handling and - > 14 MeV Tail - > 14 MeV I
Recovery of Tritium - Beam-On Target Demon- - Beam-On npmnn.
- In-Vacuum and Beam-On stration dr~tinl1
Target Demonstration
• deposition in tIle water t-.,. ..n",t-
grjd. The tritium occurs mainly
• loss in Iow energy end I"V 0/0.
PfllllV~llpl1t amount of 0.34-0.45 grjd occurs the vacuum ""T"'1~D""
form of t-gas.
Tritium Removal and Recovery
li Can performed in a smaH isotope <::O"io:11'"'l1",,(1,n .~.'-.....
tium down to a concentration of 0.1 to 1
Commercial faciIities· for this task are available
many years (4 CANDU reactors, Chalk River
G Investment costs for the required lac:un:y I"V 10 MUS$.
explored over
.;;...;.;;..;;;.;;.;. Tritium separationmay not an
UClear interactions produce also in a d-Li source
gr~f XL(d,t), XL(n,t} and
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source only.
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10
10
R(E.> 14ldeVF 35.4-7-
R(E.> 141.4.'1)= 2.17,
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I-H,O I-Soure. 1_170.0mA
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stage (medium size)I t-HzO and d-Li neutron source.
t-H2O d-Li
(KfK Proposal) (ESNIT)
Flux-Test
Volume
> 5x10 17n/m2s 582 em3 1204 en13
> 1xl018n/m2s 209 em3 405 em3
> 2xl0 18n/ln2s 76 em3 134 em3
> 5xI018n/n12s 19 en13 28 em3
> Ix10 19n/n12s 6.4 em3 7 em3
> 2xl0 19n/m2s 1.6 em3 0.8 em3
1 One-beam, one-target case, 3.5 MW beam power, beam dimensions:
3xl cm2, uniform intensity
186 -
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Com!)ar'otive Flux Spectra
R(E.> 14M6V)- .H.7%
R(E.> 14MoV)- 2A%
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Comparative Flux Spectra
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IFMIF stage (Iarge sizeY t-H20
t-H2O
(KfK Proposal) (IFMIF)
Flux-Test
Volulne
> 5xl0 17n/m2s 6088 cm3 12711 cm3
> 1xl0 1sn/n12s 2540 cm3 5075 cm3
> 2xl0 1sn/m2s 1024 cm3 1998 C1113
> 5x10 18n/m2s 184 cm3 454 C1113
> lxl0 19n/m2s 49 cm3 80 C1113
> 2xl0 1911/m2s 4.4 cn13 3.4 cn13
2 Two-beam, two-target casc, 17.5 MW beam power, beam dimensions:
2.5x7.5 cm2, uniform intensity
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Target Design Analysis for an Intense
Source
S. Malang
KfK
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G. Class l and S. Malang2
Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe
1Institut für Reaktorsicherheit
2Institut für Angewandte Thermo- und Fluiddynamik
Critical items raised in IEA IFMIF Working Group dis-
cussions, and studied at KfK
1. Heating and Stability of the Water Jet
2. Pumping Power and Nozzle Erosion
3. Evaporation Rate into Accelerator Vacuum and Icing
4. Neutron Production in a Possible I'Vapour Cloudll
-192-
1.
General
water sI10luld dissipate as vacuum
- Water target must a laminar flow pattern
- Water should flow as as possible mlDlmlze at
- Important for the stability jet inside the beam are:
- Avoidance of steam generation
- Low rate evaporation into the vacuum
Main Result
The temperature limit of spontaneous, homogeneous no"• .o"'0111-..., ...
nuclei is, zero pressure, around 89% of the
for water)
Conclusions
It can be assumed that no steam
jet below
K
Neither heating nor water jet stability are Crl1tic2ll.
design of the suggested UT':>fo..
-193-
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Distribution ofheat source density over thedepth,of ene of e
ion beam into thc water (thc minimum valuc is approx. 6 0/0) e
munl valuc, approx. 220°10', ofthe average indicated).
::: 0,05 m b ::: 0,1 m
w m/s L1J-max .6J.min L1J- L1"ma:x ~in
140 71,8 158,0 44,5 35,9 79,'0 22,3
120 83,3 184,3 51,9 41,9 92 ,,2 26,
I 100 100,5 221,1 62,3 50,3 110,~6 31,2
~ 80 5,7 276,5 77,9 '62,8 138 r2 39,0<D()1
! GO 167,6 368;6 103,9 83,8 184,'3 51,9
40 251,4 553jO 155,8 125,7 276,5 77,9
.
, 8, e ter in e e e
. of c a r elo °ty, ,and thejet 'cl ,b.) as a
cl'.
pUlmping nO'Wf'lrS N, rponn"IM
are given in Tab. 2.
velocities w, of the water 40
The requirements of the pumps are always seen to be low compared
the thermal power the t-beam to be dissipated.
Calculated temperature increase of the water, caused by the power Ioss, is
neglegibly smalL
=> No need for water cooling downstream the pump.
Nozzle Erosion
Wear does not play any role in the input nozzle (see water turbines, high-
velocity water deaners etc.)
Cavitation in the collection nozzle poses the problem, because the water jet
must be brought out of the vacuum.
Solutions:
- At lower velocities conventional baffles
- Collection nozzle with a diffusor
- Recovery of kinetic jet energy with a PeIton wheel
-196
b = rnrn
w [m/s] Llp [bar] N [kW] [kW] Ll9w [K]
140 109.7 940.8 31 1
120 80.6 592.4 195.5 0.78
100 56.0 342.8 113.1 0.54
80 35.8 175.5 57.9
60 20.1 74.1 24.4 0.20
40 8.9 21.9 7 0.09
Jet width, b = 50 rnrn
w [m/s] Llp [bar] N [kW] Lv [kW] tJ.9w [K]
140 109.7 470.4 155.2 1.06
120 80.6 296.2 97.8 0.78
100 56.0 171 56.6
80 35.8 87.8 29 0.35
60 20.1 37.0 12.2
40 8.9 11 3
heating,
water
power, N; nower
nnUlpr loss, plotted as a tunctl(lß
pressure,
t'JI ..o'ot "'7'...+...... due
Table 2:
ARv,of
velocity, w.
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mass
must
CO()llI1ll! of the surface as a result
tali~en into account.
heat 1I"'t>nll\v':lIl by evaporation
The surface exponed the high vacuum must be minimized by means of
suitable beam guide systems.
Results
At 20°C inlet temperature the evaporation hardly exceeds lkgjm2 s over
the exposure time of 0.8 ms.
At a jet width of 100 mm and a water velocity of 80 m/s a maximum surface
temperature of 60°C would be attained at 20°C inlet temperature. In this
case the evaporation rate rises to ",2-6 grjs for a surface of 12 cm2•
Solutions
Cryo surfaces with LN cooling
Continuously regenerated cryo pump (LN cooled drum).
Conclusion
Evaporation into the vacuum and king appear to be a handable problems
in a high-power t-H 20 target system.
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aEvaporation rates and mass flows into the vacumn 'UUlUH
under item 3.
Vapour moleeule concentrations in front of
respond to pressure between 10-100 mbar,
Maxwellian distribution.
target are estlmatE~a
This corresponds to ,..., 10- 4 - 10- 5 times
Conclusion
neutron productionA fraction of roughly 2x(l0-4 - 10- 5) times
would occur in the vacuum beam tube, ..;.;.;;;;=.;;;:.-;;.;;:;-=..;:;;.;;;...;==:.:....:::.::....::=
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t-J'1.IIA'UUl'lo"U Problems
"':,.,.-f<>/'.o evaporation from a windowless water target
- Water jet stabHity
- Pumping power as a function of jet velocity
rnO;:U'Ul of material
- Water evaporation into the vacuum
-Spurious neutron production
Results
mtem;e n,puf"..nn source
Proper thermodynamic design of an open t-HzO target promises feasibHity
in terms of physics and engineering to operate the source uninterrupted over
the order of several months.
The required investment and operation costs of the target ('" 5 Mio. US$
without tritium recovery) appear to be in reasonable proportion to the total
project costs.
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Mirror Plasma Neutron
R. Ryutov
INP
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MIRROR-TYPE PLASMA
NEUTRON SOURCE
Presented by D.D. Ryutov
Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics,
Novosibirsk, Russia
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* General description of the neutron source
based on the GDT concept
* Developments since February 1989
* Summary of conceptual design
:;: Critical elements
* Further strategy
* Conclusion
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GDT-Gas Dynarnic Trap, axisyrnrn c,
high rnirror ratio open-en e.
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* Switching a th component
* Completion of the conceptual des' (- en
* Considera le rogress i
experiments (GDT)
1 s a SI lati
* Beginni g of constr ctio of t e
Prototype (INP)
r ge
* Positive conclusions of tel ati
(national and international)
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PARAMETER TWO-COMPONENT(FAST COLD D)
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Pinj , MW 20 15
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-SMAL ......JC·JL~JMA RADI S IN TH IRROR
-SPATIAL SEPARATION OF HI H NEUTRON
FLUX AND. MIRROR REGIONS ALLOWING
TO AVOID 'RADIAL· SHIE DING OF THE
COI
-LOW NEUTRON AND HEAT WALL LOADING
AT THE MAJOR PART OF THE DEVICE
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NDIMENSI NLESS 2XIIB NEUTRON? ARAlvlEl'ER SOURCE
Winj/Te 100 100
wpdwBi 120 60
a/pi 2.5 4.5
nc/nh 10- 2 4.10- 2 (0.5)
ß 0.1-1 0.4
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IRCULATIONB
kg/yr 82 70 840/560
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·T INVENTORY, kg 0,25 0,22 1l5,7
PLASMA DUMPS
HERMAL\'W\LL
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"HY R EN PR PE" IS A D H SE R
METERS (I LUDIN THE PLASM P R M ERS RE
CLOSE THE NES EXPECTED IN THE NE TR N
SOURCE
BUT
WHERE ONLY HYDROGEN AND, POSSIBLY, DEUTERIUM
ARE USED, THUS ELiMINATING ALL DIFFICULTIES
ASSOCIATED WITH ACTIVATION PROBLEMS IN REAL
SOURCE
"HYDROGEN PROTOTYPE" IS RE I E I EXPEN-
SI E D ICE ( SD M 25 0)
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HYDROGEN PROTOTYPE OF A NEUTRON SOURCE (HPNS)
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HYDROGEN PROTOTYPE
Nominal Operating Point Parameters
HObeam energy
HObeam power
Bo
B
m
3.
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40 keV
20MW
(0. 7T) 1T
up to 20T
10m
0.2-0.4 keV
0.15-0.7 1014cm-3
10.7-1.2 10
10cm
us
PR
o DESIGN COMPLETE
o EXPERIMENTAL HALL READY
o NIANUFACTURING OF THE VACUUM
CHAMBER AND MAGNETS HAS BEGAN
o MANUFACTURING OF THE PROTOTYPE
INJECTOR 1S CLOSE TO COMPLETION
o AT PRESENT FINANCING LEVEL THE
DEVICE WILL START ITS OPERATION
AT THE BEGINNING OF 1997
o FINANCIAL PARTICIPATION OF THE
OTHER COUNTRIES AT THE LEVEL
OF USD 1-2 M PER YEAR, WOULD
ALLOW TO COMPLETE THE DEVICE
BY THE BEGINNING OF 1995
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111 I E E
I
IS TAKEN SERIOUSLY.
DEVE MENT OF
T NEUTRON SOtfRCE IS OBV10US
111 MIRROR-TYPE NEUTRON SOURCES HAVE -A '.
NUMBER OF POTENTIAL ADV.AN TAG ES:
- h h neutrontluxes;
uate neutre spectrilm;
- natural geomet-ry;
- staUonary operation;
- relaUve compactness
111 NEUTRON SOURCE BASED ON GDT CONCEPT
RELIES ON VERYMODERATE -l\.SSUMPTIONS
ON THE ACHIEVABLE PLASMA PARAMETERS
AND ,ON ESSENTIALLY THE Pl('.ESENT~DAY
TECHNOLOGY LEVEL
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Mirror Beam Plasma Neutron Source
H. Coensgen
LLNL
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Mirror Beam-Plasma Neutron Source
For Fusion Reactor Materials Development
and Blanket Component Testing
Arthur W. Molvik
and
Frederic H. Coensgen
~
IEA-Workshop on Intense Neutron Sources
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September 21-23, 1992
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The Beatll Plastlla Neutron Source is Feasible
• Minimal extrapolation of physics
- Neutron source is a linear two-component plasma scaled
from 2XIIB
- Stability, ß = 1 containment, and startup demonstrated
2XIIB
• The technology exists in the fusion program
- 1 T magnets tested in MFTF
- - 1 0 neutral beams operating on , DIII-D,
multiple seconds
AU.:JU.LU So e development
,"U.U.~.:J fusion technology data
ongoing developments ( ..,
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1. General motivation
The continuous progress toward breakeven deuterium-tritium
fusion reactors requires a quick development of materials that
are resistant to large fluences of fast neutrons [1]. Mainly for
this purpose, but also for other needs of nuclear research
(act inide t ransmutat ion, hybrid mesocatalyt ic reactor s [2],
etc.), there is a growing demand for high-intensity fast neutron
sources. In this context, some scientists of ENEA Bologna had the
idea of exploring the possibility of a high-intensity 14-MeV
neutron source based on muon-catalyzed fusion for accelerated
end-of-life testing of fusion reactor materials. Fig. 1 shows the
first conceptual scheme of the facility and its performances [3].
An intense flux (up to 5 '10 14 n/cm2 s) of 14-MeV neutrons is
produced in a high-density D-T mixture at 400 to 600 K and 10 3
kg/cm2 , by injecting a current of 10 15 "cis into the reactor
chamber. These muons derive from decay in flight of a 2'10 16 n-/s
current. To obtain this current an intense deuteron beam is
accelerated onto a low-Z (e.g. Beryllium or Lithium) target, by a
power driven, high-energy (1.5 to 4 GeV) , high-current (10 mA)
accelerator.
To develop such a project, three activities are foreseen:
1. The design of a pilot facility, making use of a 50 ~A - 600
MeV proton beam, diverted e.g. from the PSI accelerator
(see the conceptual scheme and performances in fig. 2).
This device should produce a neutron source of 1013 n/ s
and, therefore, check the physical problems as n-
collect ion, Jl- confinement and total efficiency. This
"expertise" should optimize the system's design from pion
production target to the D-T reaction chamber, and assess
the costs for this facility.
2. Realization of this pilot project, e.g. at PSI.
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3, The des of the final intense neutron source able to
ieve the 1 of 10 17 n/s. At s level, if the
physical lems are under control, the principal
arguments are power exhaust and radiation screening.
2. Present state of research and
Due to the continuous progress of ~CF theory and experiments
in recent years, it is weIl established that a negative muon can
produce during its lifetime of 2. 2 ~sec more than Xc=100 dt
fusions [4,5]. This number may be improved only slightly, since
sticking Ws of the muon to the reaction products (~a) seems to
mark the technical limit Xc :::; Ws-1 - 170. The development of
basic research in ~CF is still going on at many institutes and
laboratories. PSI represents in this respect one of the most
active centers of the international ~CF research and expertise
[5] .
The number Xc=100 already results in a sizeable energy output
per muon (1.7 GeV), but this is not sufficient to make the energy
balance of the direct d-~-t fusion cycle positive. About one
order of magnitude more energy would be needed for technical
breakeven in the optimal (but still realizable) case.
Yu. V. Petrov [2] first pointed out that the overall energy
balance becomes clearly positive if ~CF is applied in a muon
catalyzed hybrid reactor system (MCHR) designed for breeding an
uranium blanket (see fig. 3).
His scheme for a MCHR works as foliows:
1. Use a high current accelerator, e.g. with a deuteron beam
of up to 100 rnA and 2+4 GeV energy, which is ideal for
optimal pion production.
2. Produce in a high magnetic field (5+11 T) as many Je as
possible, i. e. use a thick, low-Z, neutron rich pion
production target (d, t, Li, Be, C, etc.).
3. Collect the ~- from n- decay in flight and direct them into
a deuterium-tritium fusion chamber ("synthesizer").
4. Irradiate an uranium blanket with the 14 MeV neutrons from
dt reactions.
5. Use the produced Pu as fuel in conventional nuclear power
reactors.
6. Improve the energy balance of this system by using the
waste beam and radiation from the n production target for
additional blanket breeding ("electrical breeding") .
During the last decade, Yu. V. Petrov and collaborators in
Gatchina worked out many more details of this originally proposed
scheme. They reacted also to various criticisms 'about too
optimistic efficiency estimates. A detailed technical design,
however, calculating and taking into account the system as a
whole has not been undertaken yet. Also the problems with high
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power aeeeierators and ed thermal
and radiat ion levels on targets and surround g5, were not
ssed suffie ly so
Recently, the need for very intense 14 MeV neutron sources
was sized for the research on wall materials of future
fusion reactors [1]. Such 14 MeV sources are s ot r
neutron sources hardly can simulate the exact radiation spectrum
of dt fusion reactors. It also became evident that a j.l.CF type
source according to the Petrov's scheme might be more efficient
by several orders of magnitude than low energy - high current
accelerators, because a ratio of output energy of neutrons to
accelerator input energy of 0.01 may be approached (see e.g.
[6]). Althogh the design criteria differ partly from those of a
MCHR (here neutron flux per cm2 should be optimized rather than
the overall energy balance), the use of j.l.CF looks very promising.
To assess the really achievable figures of merit with j.l.CF, it is
now necessary to study the overall system with detailed
ealculations, using teehnically realizable eoneepts.
3. Guide lines for the reference design of a 50 J.lA - 600
MeV pilot facility
For the overall study of a j.l.CF 14-MeV neutron source, the
following calculational tools must be made available or
developed:
A pion production routine giving the fluxes of negative
pions versus production angle 8, for various target
materials, target geometries and thicknesses (by taking
pion absorption, multiple pion production into account),
for various incident beam parameters (particle, energy).
- A pion-muon ray tracing code in magnetic fields by tacking
into account n - j.I. decay, n absorption and n-, j.I.- energy
loss in matter.
- A 14 MeV n-luminosity routine calculating the neutron fluxes
per cm2 by tacking n-scattering and absorption into
account.
Using these tools the following aspects will have to be
considered for getting the reference design (of course this list
i8 incomplete, because the study certainly will reveal new and
other problems) :
- Magnetic field configurations, e.g. homogeneous field and
fringing field of a solenoid entrance, mirror field trapping
backward 1C, field strength, length of n/j.I. decay region,
etc .. Also magnetic bottle fields will have to be
considered.
- Beam angle to pion acceptance, e. g. 0°, 90° versus beam
energy (p,d).
- Target materials and length versus beam energy, technical
feasibility, beam dump.
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cell size in len and radius,
er Is, thickness), temperature-dens
- Heat and radiation loads on materials.
- Shielding.
- Radiation damage test stations.
- Cost evaluation and time schedule.
entrance
y of dt
window
- Conditions and consequences for a pilot project at PSI.
4. Preliminary results
In the framework of the activity exposed in § 3, some
calculations have already been performed for the setup target-
convertitor-entrance window-synthesizer.
To this end the Honte Carlo code GEANT [7J has been used,
which permits to simulate all the phisical events (n-~ decay, n
and ~ absorption and energy loss in matter, etc.).
Starting from the differential pion production cross section
measured at PSI for 590 MeV protons [8,9], the n-distribution in
the phase-space around a carbon target 20 cm long and 1 cm of
diameter has been determined.
The adopted geometrical model is shown in fig. 4.
A primary 590 MeV proton beam, perpendicular to the converter
axis(l), impinges against the target and produces the above
mentioned n- distribution. The pions are confined by a 5 T
solenoidal magnetic field inside a vacuum channel 10 m long and
40 cm of diameter.An entrance titanium window 2 cm thick and a
reaction chamber filled with a dt mixture of density <1>=0.5
complete the setup.
At the end of the converter 40% of muons per n- entering the
magnetic trap has been collected.
üf course, further calculations are necessary to optimize the
system' s design in order to get the maximum score of muons
absorbed in the synthesizer. Particularly, the score and
distribution in phase-space of ~- at the end of the converter
will be analyzed as a function of:
- the angle of the target wi th respect to the converter' s
axisi
- the dimensions (L,R) of the converteri
- the strength of the magnetic field.
Also the effect of a magnetic mirror behind the target, in
order to collect n- travelling backward, will be investigated, as
(1) This scheme is assumed to avoid large neutron damage of
and to limit the length of the converter itself.
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converter's coils
weIl as a "re forcement 11 of the magnetic field at
of the converter.
very
F I the geometry of the react chamber shown in
fig. 5, the neutron flux on the test material has been
~a~~ylated, start from a normalized to one isotropie neutron
source in the synthesizer. For this calculation the Monte Carlo
MCNP 3 code was used [10]. A flux of 5.6 r 10-3 n/cm2s per starting
s has been obtained.
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p (50 ~ - 590 MeV)
Fig.4: Geometrical model; l:pion-producing target;
2:converter and solenoid's magnets; 3:entrance
window; 4:synthesizer with dt mixture
Fig.5: synthesizer's geometrical model; 1: titanium
front wall; 2: synthesizer; 3: test material;
4: dt mixture. (measures in mm)
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REVIEW OF EARLIER SO RCE CaMPARIS N S DY
NEUTRONICS COMPARISON OF D-Li AND T-H2
METHODS
RESULTS
CONCLUSIONS -. /AJ'f?«,IM,
TEST MATRICES AND TEST VOLUME NEEDS
APPROACHES
INTERIM CONCLUSIONS
I
EARLIER SOURCE COMPARISON STUDY
1989 SAN IEGO WORKSHOP RECOMMENDED NEUTRONI S COMP IS S
OF: D- i, SP LATION, AN BEAM-P ASMA WITH DEMO
!\)
--J
--J
S ECTR OBTAINED FROM:
DE : fK (EHRLICH)/CULHAM
-Li (uncollided, 2- eams at 90 egrees, 10 cm from
apex; point is 8.5 cm from apex along plane of
s tr): LANL (LAWRENCE/VARS IS)/H D
S L ION (uncollide): PSI (
RID (PER )/PSI
TORI )/ 81- e in; I
(
,
o 1 reflector;).
K UiN I ,. •
S ( 50
) , ()
174(1990)125;
P L-8 18514
RATIO <a> OF HELIUM(appm) TO DP
RELATIVE TO DEM
DEMO B-P D-Li Spall.
TARGET ·lst wall w/refl. 8 .. 5 cm (Pe in)
dpa He/dpa dpa Q/Qdem dpa Q/Qdem d / em
------ -<>--------- ---------- ---------- ........ _-----_ ....... -
Be 36 470 41 1 . 2 44 1.1 55 0.5
I\,) C 50 240 23 3.1 22 2.7 67 0.03
--J
co Si 115 17 112 1.0 92 1 . 4 146 0.3,
V B6 4 92 1.5 76 2.5 95 1.0
Fe BO 9 80 1 . 4 80 1.5 80 0 .. 7
Cl;I lOB 12 129 1.5 104 1.4 110 0.5
Ho 54 10 49 1.5 54 1 . 3 59 0 .. 5
W 23 3 28 1.3 23 6 24 3
------------------------------------------------------
Refe: Doran, Mann, & Greenwood, PNL-SA-18514, 7/31 90
RATIO(S) HYDROGEN (appm) TO DP
3 all.
( ein)
dpa B/S em
RELATIVE TO EMO
D-Li
8.5 cm
dpa S/Sdem
-P
refl.
dpa 8/8dem
DE
1st wall
dpa H/doa
f\J
--J
CD
I
e
Si
o
36
50
115
86
80
108
54
23
10
0.2
77
20
61
40
37
3
41
23
112
92
80
129
49
28
1
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.2
1.4
1.4
1.3
44 5.2
22 350
92 1.4
76 1.6
80 1.2
101 1.2
54 1.9
23 10.7
55
67
146
95
80
110
59
24
2.4
7
0 .. 4
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.8
7.7
------------------------------------------------------ -----------------------------------------~--------------
ef .... oran, nn, & reenwood, -8 -18514, 7 31/90
RATIO OF SOLID TR SMUTANTS ( PM) TO
DEMO B-P D-Li SP
TARGET PRODUCT 1st wall refl. 8.5 cm Pepin
I\)
0:>
o
I
Be
C
Si
v
Fe
Cu
Mo
w
Li
Be
B
Mg
Al
Ti
Cr
Cr
Mn
Co
Ni
Zn
y
Zr
Nb
Tc
Ru
Hf
Ta
Re
Os
31
32
17
20
17
36
12
50
12
270
24
5.9
9.6
44
480
39
6.1
252
6500
870
24
91
29
46
28
( 3 . 2 )
13
45
19
106
( 2 . 1 )
9
15
53
( 116 )
( 3 )
9
601
(1460)
(13)
55
06
68
32
49
46
( 0 .6)
18
66
15
135
( 0 .5)
6
17
72
( 46)
( 0 . 4 )
26
314
(650)
( 0 .9)
55
10
14
B
12
20
( 2 • 7 )
6
21
6
54
( 2 • 7 )
'2
8
31
(29 )
( 3 . 4 )
14
96
( 340 )
( 1 . 2 )
======================================================
NOTES:
1. ( ) indlcates large uncertainty in (n, gamma) proau
oue to poor definition of low energy end of 5 ctra.
2. DPA levels can be found in He and H tables.
Ref.: Doran, Mann, & Greenwood, PNL-S 18514, 1/31/90
EARLIER SOURCECOMPARISON STUDY (CON IN ED)
CONCL SlONS:
B- GENERAL
EXP D.
, nUT NOT ALWAYS, CL SER 0 HAN - .. i I
I
- R 1 S OF TRANSHUTATION RATES TO DISPI\.)
co T.'1T HI FACTOR OF 3 OF DEMO. WI H~ COUL BE IMPR
IN R ECTOR/B ANKE'r
i lOS 1 FAC'rO OF 3 , T 0 e
( 5) ; ( 11 ) He (6) FROH . (350)I
( I I I ) (CORREL ) . I
1 Y S F NIN SP
EARLIER SOURCE COMPARISON STUDY (CONTINUED)
SPECIFIC SPALLATION SPECTRUM TOO SOFT; RATlOS ON H
LESS OF DEMO FOR He (5 of 8 elements), H (4 of 8 elements),
AND SOLID TRANSMUTANTS (8 of 15 products from 6 of 8
elements studied).
~
I\) SPALLATION OPTION TO BE DROPPED UNLESS STR
APPEARS.
RATlOS FOR 6 TRANSMUTATION PRODUCTS ~ 0.2
ALL 3 SOURCES--ALL FROH LOW ENERGY N,GAMMA I
MEANINGLESS BECAUSE ONLY DEMO SPECTRUM
LOW ENERGIES WHERE N, GAMMA CROSS S CTI S
(af
I
ie:r jacks) 0
SOUR WI rrH
o WORKIN
IN D S 01 .
o NEUTRONS 15 Me .
R P·S COMPARIS N ST Dl S.
HO OF COMPARISO :
fAND H FORD AGR ED T S
00 -Li AND 170 mA T-H20/ 3
SINGL 1 3
.J.I t, rtlrft. ..
S g
I J SAND MANN ( ) X HAN DATA ES AN S.
, SIDI I T I I
H R -H I
S
S
!\)
co
w
I
I S, S
s.
KS·
H S
I
S
S S
S D
s
x
BIN IS
20
ss
sHS 1 H
TAIN CRIT RI :
/
TING
I LACEMENT RATE> 10 DP Y (2.5 CARB)
H /DP ATIO WITHIN 2 1 S WALL
D-LI VS. T-H20 NEUTRONICS COMPARISON ( ONTI UE )
VOLUME ESTIMATED AS FOLLOWS:
(DEUTERON BEAH IN X DIRECTION, LI FLOW IN Z DI I
UNIFORM BEAM IS IS 3 CM IN Y DIRECTION, 1 CM IN Z).
.
1
XY CON'}'OURS OF FLUX AND DPA WERE PLOTTED AT IN
OF Z (USUALLY 0, 1, 2, AND 3 CM)AND AREAS ME
s
I\J
~
I
A CURVE FIT TO AREA(Z) WAS INTEGRATED NUMERICAL
ESTIMATE VOLUME FOR EACH PARAMETER.
"LIMITED VOLUMES" ARE 'rHOSE WHICH MEET '}1 LIMI S I
THE DAMAGE PARAMETERS.
DONE FOR THE FOLLOWING ELEMENTS: C, SI, FE, V
(TUNGSTEN CALCULATIONS INDICATE T-H20 SPECT
SOFT TO MEET HE/DPA LIMIT)
RESULTS (SUMMARIZED IN TABLE): TEST VOLUME IN - i (100 )
AT LEAST TWICE THAT IN T-H20 (170 mA)i LARGER I
COMPARED AT EQUAL CURRENTS.
:r
'::!
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SUMMARY - & DAHAGE PARAHETER- LUHE ESTIHATES BY DV"nl
-SP BY CIERJACKS; DAMAGE PARAHETERS BY GREEN
T-H20 (170 mA) D- L i (1 0 0 mA)
ELEMENT
FLUX>1.6e+14
FLUX-KfK
( 1 )
LOWER
LIMIT
DPA!S
( 2 )
R RANGE
VOL.
CH"3
lOS
107
( 2 )
R RANGE
VOL.
CH .... 3
269
234
( 3 )
RATIO
D-Li!
T-H20
2.6
2.2
f\)
00
'"'-l
Fe
Fe-1imited
C
C-11mlted
31
Si-limited
V
1 imi ted
V-limited
3.0E-07
3.0E-07
B.OE-OB
B.OE-OB
3.7E-07
3.7E-07
3.0E-07
3.0I~-07
3. 0l!:-07
0.5<R<2.0
Rmax=2.2
0.S<R<2.0
O.5<R(2.0
Rmax=0.52
0.3(R<0.5
0.S(R<2.0
4B
4B 0.5<R<2.0
58 Rmax=4.S
58 0.S<R<2.0
79 Rmax=2.6
69 0.S<R(2.0
77
24 0.5(R(2.0
o O.S(R(2 .. 0
310
310
32B
142
303
144
31S
31S
31S
6.S
6.5
S.7
2.4
3.8
2.1
4 .. 1
13.1
infin.
------------------------------------------------------ -----------------
NOTES:
(1) REQUIRE DP RATE> 9-12 DP FPY (2.5 F Cl, CORRESP DING
1'0 1.6E+14 N!CH"'2 IN HARDEST T-H20 SP UlM.
(2) R = (Hel )/(He/DPA)demo, i.e., NORHALIZED 1'0 lS .
REQUI R > 0.5 (BUT NOT POSSIB ADIUM).
11 \ JHF. RA'1'T ()~ MT GHT DOUBLE I F COMPARED AT BEAH REN
~(Xl
I
D-LI VS. T-H20 NEUTRONICS COMPARISON (CONTINUE )
TRANSMUTATION RATES
MANN USE REAC CODE SYSTEM ON 5 ELEMENTS:
C, Si, V, Fe, AND W
FOR TWO KfK SPECTRA FOR EACH SOURCE:
(0,0,0) RELATIVELY SOFT, VERY HIGH FLUX
(4,0,0) RELATIVELY HARD, FLUX DOWN BY 10.
D-Li----50 DPA(Fe)/FPY
T-H20---20 DPA(Fe)/FPY
TRANSMUTANTS (APPM) NORMALIZED TO DPA
**CARBON**
DEMO(l) D-Li T-H20
1st wall 0,0,0 4,0,0 0,0,0 4,0,0
------------------------------------------------------ -
I OPA 50 45 12 41 6I\)
(Xl
CD
I H/DPA 0.17 59 108 0.93 1.80
He/OPA 240 522 924 97 454
Li/OPA 0.02 0.18 0.14 0 .. 05 0 .. 02
Be/OPA 32 76 105 39 118
B/DPA 0 55 101 0 .. 8 1 .. 4
C
======================================================
TRANSMUTAN'l'S (APPM) NOH. IZ
**SILICON**
DEMO(l) D-Li - 2
1st wall 0,0,0 4,0,0 0/0,0 4,0,0
--------------------------------------------~-
OPA 115 96 59 90 28
H/DPA 77 100 139 36 89
I He/OPA 17 19 27 6 19
I\.)
CD Ne/OPA 0.01 0.00 0.01 0,,00 " 00I Na/DPA 0.01 0.00 0.04 o 00 .00
Mg/OPA 17 27 39 6 9
AI/DPA 28 40 64 4 9
Si/OPA
P/DPA 0 .. 09 (0.01) (0.01 ) (0.01) 0
---------------------------------------------------------------------~----------~--------------
TRANSMUTANTS (APPM) NORMALIZED TO OPA
**VANADIUM**
DEMO(l} D-Li T-H20
1st wall 0,0,0 4,0,0 0,0,0 4,0,0
------------------------------------------------------
I DPA 86 80 51 69 23
I\.)
co
~ 20 6 18I H/DPA 27 38
He/DPA 4.0 8.0 12 0.7 2 .. 6
Ca/DPA 0.00 0.01 0 .. 00 0 .. 00
Sc/DPA 0.40 0.13 0.02 0.02
Ti/DPA 17 29 46 2 13
V
Cr/DPA 36 ( 0 .4) ( 0 . 3 ) ( 0 .. 7 ) ( 0 .. 5 )
------------------------------------------------------
TRANSMUTANTS (APPM) N RMALIZ D 0
**IRON**
DEMO(l) D-Li - 2
1st wall 0,0,0 4,0,0 0,0,0 4,0,0
------------------------------------------------------
OPA 80 80 53 64 23
I
I\.) H/DPA 61 65 88 25 0(0I\.)
I He/OPA 9 12 15 4 9
Ti/OPA 0.004 0.006 0.029 0.000 0~O00
V/DPA 0.9 0.79 0.82 0.26 0.54
Cr/OPA 12 12 18 5.1 11
Mn/DPA :) 8 48 75 13 26
Fe
Co/OPA 0 .. 13 (0.00) (0.00) (0 .. 00) (0.00)
------------------------------------------------------
TRANSMUTANTS (APPM) NORMALIZED TO DPA
**IRON** 5 STEP
DEMO(l) D-Li T-H20 D- i
1st wall 0,0,0 4,0,0 0,0,0 4,0,0 0,0,0
------------------------------------------------------ -------
DPA 80 80 53 64 23 80
H/DPA 61 65 88 25 50 65
He/OPA 9 12 15 4 9 12
I\) Ti/DPA 0.004 0.006 0.029 0.000 0.000 o. 1CDc..:>
I V/DPA 0.9 0.79 0.82 0.26 0.54 0 .. 3
er/DPA 12 12 18 5.1 11 12
Mn/OPA 58 48 75 13 26 48
Fe
Co/OPA 0.13 (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0 .. 00)
------------------------------------------------------ -------
TRANSMU11ANTS (APP ) IZ D
**TUNGSTEN**
DEMO(l) - i - 2
1st wall 0,0,0 4,0,0 0 1 0,0 4,0 0
-----------------------------------------
OPA 23 24 17 17 7
H/OPA 3 28 37 1
I He/OPA 3 . 3 14 20 0.7 1,,7
I\) Yb/OPA 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.00(j)
.j>. LU/OPA 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.000 .. 0I
Hf/OPA 6 15 20 0.7 1 "
Ta/OPA 252 74 91 27 1
W
Re/DPA 6522 (161) (168) (156) (283)
Os/OPA 870 ( 0 . 0 ) ( 0 . 2 ) (0 .. 1
--------------------------------------------------
-----------------------
D-LI vs. T-H20 NEUTRONICS COMPARISON (CONTINUED)
RESULTS (SUMMARIZED IN TABLES)--DRAWN FROM C, Si, V, AND :
I\)
CD
01
I
D-Li:
T-H20:
HIGH FLUX, SOFT SPECTRUM GENERALLY HIGHER
(/DPA) THAN DEMO BUT PRETTY GOOD; LOWER FL ,
HARDER SPECTRUM GENERALLY EVEN HIGHER.
HIGHEST FLUX POSITION GENERALLY TOD SOFT;
LOWER FLUX, HARDER SPECTRUM GENERALLY
nUT STILL SOFT FOR HELIUM IN VANADIUM.
HIGH HYDROGEN (AND BORON) PRODUCTION IN CARBON,
ESPECIALLY WITH D-Li.
TUNGSTEN SHOWS HIGH GAS PRODUCTION/D~A IN D-Li
PR DUCTION IN T-H20 SPECTRAi HOWEVER, TUNGSTEN GAS
PRODUCTION CROSS SECTIONS MAY HAVE LARGE UNCERTAI TI
RATIO OF INITIAL HELIUM PRODUCTION RATES ( S)
TO DISPLACEMENT RATES (DPA/S)----GREENWOO 1992
DEMO(l) D-Li T- 2
1st wall 0,0,0 4,0,0 0,0,0 4,0,0
-----------------------------------------------------~
CARBON 290 625 1039 84 421
SILICON 27 33 43 16 36
VANADIUM 3 5 6 1 1 .. 8
I CHROMIUM 14 13 18 2 . 2 6 . 6N
CD IRON 8.1 9.5 12.2 3.4 8.1O'lI NICKEL 31 35 40 23 38
COPPER 5.1 7.5 9.5 2.8 6.6
NIOBIUM 2.0 1.80 2 . 3 0.7 1.7
TUNGSTEN 0.90 5 6 . 3 0.2 0.3
======================================================
Neutron Source Comparison.s
Conclusions to dat~
1. Beam-plasma best but not "nearest-term".
2. SpaHation no relative advantages; less advanced than d-Li.
3. t-H2O has advantages ofno neutrons> 15 MeV
Better simulation of damage parameters for some elements than d-Li.
4. d-Li provides significantly greater test volume than t-H20 at equal beam power.
5. 35 MeV d-Li spectra overly hard for some elements. Should investigate 30 MeV as
operating option.
6. Differences in laboratory gas production cross secton files not believed to compromise
comparisons, but clarification weH be sought.
Test MatricesNolumes
Must begin with assumptions. General agreement on:
1. Tasks to be done
Lifetime tests of ITER materials
Calibrate/validate fission reactor data
Devleopment of new mateials
Engineering data base for DEMO
2. DEMO data base requires largest test volume.
3. "2-stage" approach has advantaqges:
1.st stage provides facility concept verification
1.st stage provides operating experience
Upgradeable faci1ity easier to seIl.
4. 10 1 :> 2 MW/m2 nice but not necessary
(FFTFIMOTA ~2.51 in core)
5. International accelerator-based sorce requires international irradiation program.
Not General Agreement on:
1. Required specimen sizes.
2. Demo integrated exposures.
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byuse ofintl::mLed:iate (stage source,
1"\""'''''''''''' test maltm~es, includmg
ofmm:gmal
20
source (stage
No volume estimate stage 1 assumed to be 50 - 100 mA d-Li facilityo (<: 100 cm3
above 10 dpaJyr).
3. Quatnitative estimate of number and volume of specimens for DEMO data base.
Using miniaturized specimens currently used in US program, specimen volume ::::;200
cm3 per materiaL Implies calculated test volume of ::::;800 cm3.
Could be much larger if larger sepecimens required.
Specimen size largest uncertainty in volume estimates - - needs to be resolved.
Test MatricesNolumes (cant.)
Conclustions:
DEMO Design requires neutron source test
volume of at least several hundred cm3
giving ~ 20 dpa (Fe)/yr.
More volume needed of "standard" miniaturized specimens not acceptable and large
specimens cannot be irradiated in fission reactors.
Accelerator-based source meeting alloy test volume needs will meet insulatof test volume
needs also.
A 250 mA d-Li source provides (uncollided volume):
> 5 dpa/FPY
> 20 dpa/FPY
~ 50 dpa/FPY
~ 300 cm3
~ 400 cm3
~ 100 cm3
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The Possibilities for Staged . the
Development of Intense Neutron Sources
A. Miahara
Teiko University
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The Possibi i ties for a Staged App oa 1
the Development of Intense Neutron S
A . ivli yahara
Teikyo University~ Tokyo 192-03~ pa
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THE ESSENTIAL POINT 18, THE ESN I
BUT TO CONSTRUCT AREAL RUNNI
EFFORTS HAVE SEEN DONE SY A&-'-Ja-
TO ESTABLISH HARDWARE DATABAS
COMPONENTS, BUT STILL WORLD WID
NEEDED TO COMPLETE THE ENGINEERING DESI
I
g ACCELERATOR.
I
EACH COMPONENT MUST BE EVALUATED RUC
STANDPOINT OF RELIABLE CW OPERATION W H
IT WILL REQUIRE CHECKING THE DATABAS I
ONLY FROM ACCELERATOR AND FUSION
OTHER RELATED FIELDS.
THE ACCELERATOR
w
o
CO
SOFTWARE HARDWARE PROBLEM ACHIEVEMENT REMARKS
PROPOSAU R&D AREA WlTHIN 3 YEARS
DESIGN
SOURCE 0 0 FILAMENT X MICROWAVE
UFE SOURCE
RFQ 0 (CHALKRIVER) HIGH 00 CURRENT
DTL 0 0 FOCUSING 0 ALSOMAGNET ACTIVATION
RFPOWER TETRODE 0 X LONG LlFE ?
SOURCE CWIHIGHP
KLYSTR. X 0 0
RFTRANSDUCER X OXIDATION 0
LEBT 0 X ? IONSOURCE
HEBT 0 X ?
TEMPERATURE ESTABLISH COMPREHENSIVE 0 UTILIZATIONCONTROUCOOLING SPECIFICATION SYSTEM DESIGN OFWASTE
HEAT
ACTIVATION OF HONEYCOMB ACTIVATION FOR
X ?ACCELERATOR ALUMINIUM WlDE NEUTRON
ENERG.SPECTRUM
FUNNELING
